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Abstract

In this dissertation, we study linear programming (LP) decoding of low-density

parity-check (LDPC) codes based on the alternating direction method of multipli-

ers (ADMM) technique, or ADMM decoding for short. The decoding of LDPC codes

is formulated as an LP model and solved efficiently by the ADMM technique. How-

ever, compared with traditional belief-propagation decoding, ADMM decoding suffers

from higher complexity and worse error correction performance, which prevents the

employment of ADMM decoding in reality.

To reduce the complexity of ADMM decoding, we first focus on the simplification

of the check polytope projection, the most complex operation in ADMM decoding.

We propose an iterative check polytope projection algorithm without the sorting op-

eration. The proposed algorithm converges with the increase of iterations. Moreover,

for a fixed number of iterations, its average complexity and the worst-case complexity

are linear in the input dimension.

Another direction we propose to simplify ADMM decoding is to devise a better

scheduling scheme than the standard flooding scheme. We start from the node-wise

scheduling scheme which only updates the check node messages with the maximum

message residual. Then we simplify the calculation of the message residual and pro-

pose a reduced-complexity node-wise scheduling scheme.

To improve the error correction performance of ADMM decoding, we propose a

novel ADMM penalized decoding algorithm whose penalty term is based on check

nodes (CN). We investigate the properties of the CN penalty functions and show sev-

eral examples. We make conclusions on its convergence properties and prove its fail-

ure probability is independent of the transmitted codewords for symmetric channels.

Monte-Carlo simulation and the instanton analysis show its better error correction

performance in the low and high SNR regions.

Finally, we propose a post-processing technique to lower the error floor of LDPC

codes. The output of the first stage decoder can be revised if the syndrome is found

ii



in a look-up table that contains the dominant trapping sets of this code. The most

complex part of the technique, the syndrome pattern matching (SPM) operation, is

simplified to a one-dimensional binary search operation. Besides, a simplified SPM

algorithm is proposed for quasi-cyclic (QC) LDPC codes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Although being forgotten for more than 30 years [1], low-density parity-check (LDPC)

codes immediately ignited the researchers’ passion after their rediscovery [2,3]. LDPC

codes have advantages over traditional channel coding schemes in terms of the error

correction performance. Moreover, their superior error correction performance can be

achieved by the iterative message-passing decoding algorithm with low-complexity,

which gives their potential of being the industry standard. Currently, they have been

successfully applied in different scenarios and adopted by a number of standards, such

as WiMAX [4], DVB-S2 [5], DVB-T2 [6] and IEEE 802.11n [7]. More recently, LDPC

codes [8] have been selected for the 5G standard [9].

The decoding algorithm is one of the main research areas for LDPC codes. Gen-

erally, an efficient decoding algorithm should balance its complexity and error cor-

rection performance. The most widely used decoders for LDPC codes are the belief-

propagation (BP) decoder [1] and its variants [10–12]. The BP decoder has been

proved to the optimal decoder when the Tanner graph [13] of the LDPC code is free

of cycles [14], in the sense that it outputs the Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimates

of the bits. However, its high complexity leads to high implementation costs. The

min-sum (MS) decoders [10–12] significantly reduce the complexity of the BP decoder

at the expense of slight performance degradation. The hard-decision decoders, such

as the bit-flipping decoder and its variants [15–18], offer lower complexity to meet

higher latency requirement but suffer more performance loss.

Although BP decoders are extensively studied and widely used, they are not the

only choice for decoding LDPC codes. The decoding problem of LDPC codes can be

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

formulated as a linear programming (LP) model [19] and then solved by any available

LP solver. Compared with BP decoders, the LP decoding algorithm has several

advantages. For example, the LP decoding algorithm has the “ML certificate”, which

means if the LP decoding algorithm’s output is an integer vector, this output must

be the maximum likelihood (ML) codeword. For BP decoders, even if the output is

a valid codeword, it may not be the ML codeword. Furthermore, the performance of

the LP decoding algorithm can be analyzed by the powerful tools for the optimization

problem such as in [20–23]. This is attractive for ultra-reliable communication where

the error correction performance should be guaranteed. The LP decoding algorithm

also shows its generalization to different scenarios. It has been successfully generalized

from the binary memoryless channels to non-binary LDPC codes [24,25], finite-state

channels [26], and even polar codes [27].

As the LP decoding model becomes more and more popular, researchers have

higher expectation on its feasibility. Several efficient algorithms were proposed to

solve the LP decoding model with lower complexity [28–33]. Among them, it was

proposed in [33] that the LP decoding model can be solved by the alternating direc-

tion method of multipliers (ADMM) [34] which is an efficient distributed optimization

solver. The ADMM-based LP decoding algorithm, or ADMM decoding algorithm for

short, enables the full utilization of LDPC codes’ sparseness and therefore, dramati-

cally reduces the complexity of LP decoding. At the same time, it keeps all the ad-

vantages of LP decoding over BP decoders. The ADMM decoding algorithm achieves

a significant leap in the LP decoding area in terms of feasibility, but its complexity is

still higher than BP decoders, and its error correction performance is not compara-

ble to BP decoders, especially in the low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) region.1 These

motivate the research work on simplifying the complexity and improving the error

correction performance of the ADMM decoding algorithm.

1.2 Related Works

Recent studies of the ADMM decoding algorithm can be mainly categorized into

three parts: generalizing the application, simplifying the complexity, and improving

1For different codes, the “low SNR” regions are different. So the low SNR region in this disser-
tation does not refer to a specific range, but to a code-dependent SNR range where its frame error
rate (FER) is less than 10−4.
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the error correction performance. As a successful generalization, the ADMM decod-

ing algorithm is combined with channel detection, and turbo equalization is used to

improve the system’s performance in [35]. The ADMM decoding model is also ap-

plied to non-binary codes [36] and multi-permutation codes [37]. More recently, the

ADMM decoding algorithm is used for partial response channels [38], and its com-

plexity increases linearly with the channel memory length. More works focusing on

the other two categories will be explained in detail as follows. They are also our study

directions. [19]

1.2.1 Complexity Reduction of ADMM Decoding

To reduce the complexity of ADMM decoding, most works focus on simplifying the

check polytope projection operation, the most time-consuming and complicated com-

ponent in ADMM decoding. The original check polytope projection algorithm of [33]

involves two sorting operations. Zhang and Siegel [39] proposed a projection algo-

rithm based on the cut-search algorithm of [40]. This algorithm requires only one

sorting operation and greatly decreases the computation time. Both projection algo-

rithms of [33] and [39] have an average complexity O(d log d), where d is the input

dimension, because of the use of the sorting operation2. The projection algorithm

was later simplified in [41] by transforming the projection onto the check polytope

to the projection onto a simplex. This algorithm involves a partial sorting operation

other than the standard sorting operation, which has an average complexity O(d)

and a worst-case complexity O(d2). In [42], the authors focused on the hardware

implementation of the projection algorithm. They combined the ideas of the cut-

search algorithm and simplex projection and adapted them for the implementation

in a field-programmable gate array (FPGA). The projection algorithm has the same

computational complexity as [41] since it also uses only the partial sorting operation.

However, as pointed out in [42], there is no efficient hardware implementation for

the partial sorting currently. As a result, the partial sorting operation still has to

be implemented as the standard sorting operation, and the advantage in terms of

the complexity brought by the partial sorting operation is lost. In [43], Wei et al.

reduced the computational complexity of ADMM decoding by reducing the number

of polytope projections instead of reducing the complexity of the projection itself.

The unnecessary projection operations are avoided during the iteration, leading to a

2In this dissertation, we assume the sequential quicksort is used.
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significant reduction of the execution time. Jiao et al. used look-up tables to replace

the complexity projection operation at the expense of large memory and developed

efficient look-up table searching algorithms [44,45].

Based on the iterative projection algorithm in [46], the bisection search was pro-

posed in [47] to accelerate the convergence of the algorithm. The algorithm in [46]

was also accelerated in [48] by using a closed-form approximation when the iterative

procedure is close to the end. In [49], the input point is projected onto the line

segment defined by the two nearest points to the input point in the check polytope.

Another iterative projection algorithm was proposed in [50], and the result of the

projection is determined element by element in each iteration.

There are also works simplifying ADMM decoding from other aspects. For ex-

ample, layered scheduling was successfully applied to ADMM decoding [51], and it

achieved a faster convergence speed than the flooding scheme in [33]. We note that it

is also possible to apply other scheduling schemes [52–61] proposed for BP decoders on

ADMM decoding. As a trade-off between decoding time and memory consumption,

the ADMM technique is applied to the LP decomposition model [29] which is equiva-

lent to the original LP decoding model, but with more auxiliary variables, in [62,63].

Other successful simplifications include a software implementation of the ADMM de-

coding algorithm on a multi-core platform in [64] and a hardware implementation of

the ADMM decoding algorithm [65].

1.2.2 Performance Improvement of ADMM Decoding

To improve the error correction performance of ADMM decoding at low SNR val-

ues, penalty terms were added to the LP model’s objective function to penalize the

pseudo-codeword. Pseudo-codewords are the non-integer points in the feasible re-

gion of ADMM decoding but have smaller objective function values than codewords.

Since ADMM decoding outputs the solution which has the smallest objective function

value from its feasible region, the penalty terms add extra barriers for the pseudo-

codewords to be output. Several simple and efficient functions that can be used as

penalty terms were given in [66]. For irregular codes, Jiao et al. proposed the idea of

assigning different penalty coefficients to variable nodes with different degrees in [67].

They efficiently optimized the multiple penalty coefficients by differential evolution,

and the frame error rate (FER) performance of the decoder is further improved.

In [68], Wang et al. used a segmented function as the penalty term and optimized
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the relevant parameters by differential evolution. The convergence speed and the

FER performance are shown to be improved. These decoders all penalize the invalid

solutions from the aspect of variable nodes.

More recently, deep learning is used to aid the performance improvement of

ADMM decoding in [69]. A neural network is constructed by unfolding the ADMM

iterations. As a result, the parameter values of ADMM decoding can be different in

different iterations. Thus the parameters in each iteration of ADMM decoding can

be learned simultaneously. These fully optimized parameters provide an extra perfor-

mance gain for ADMM decoding. In [70], the `p box constraints approximating the

binary constraints are added to the ADMM decoding model. The newly introduced

constraints remove some pseudo-codewords in the feasible region and significantly im-

prove the FER performance of ADMM decoding at the expense of higher complexity.

1.2.3 Error Floor Mitigation

The FER of LDPC codes usually drops sharply as the noise level decreases in the low-

to-medium SNR region (also known as the waterfall region). When the Tanner graph

of the LDPC code has cycles, the FER reduction slows down as the noise level keeps

decreasing in the high SNR region. This is the notorious error floor phenomenon

and can be explained by trapping sets [71, 72]. Plenty of effort has been made to

mitigate the error floor phenomenon from the aspect of trapping sets. Some of them

tried to construct good codes without harmful trapping sets [72–81]. The others try

to devise better decoding algorithms which can break the trapping sets. Most of the

decoding algorithms are based on the information provided by unsatisfied check nodes

(syndrome pattern). Cavus et al. stored dominant trapping sets in a look-up table

and reversed the erroneous decoding result if one matched syndrome pattern is found

in the look-up table [82]. Han and Ryan analyzed some specific codes and proposed

a few low-floor decoders which erased some bits affected by the trapping sets after

a decoding failure [83]. A post-processing approach was formulated to exploit the

structure of the absorbing set by increasing the reliability of the message from the

unsatisfied checks and reducing the reliability of the messages from satisfied checks

in [84]. Kang et al. proposed a trial-and-error technique that tried to flip one bit

neighboring to unsatisfied check nodes each time until re-decoding is successful [85].

Specifically for ADMM decoding, the dominant trapping sets are studied in [86], and

the code modification is proposed to eliminate the harmful trapping sets of LDPC
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codes.

1.3 Summary of Contributions

In this dissertation, we propose to address the challenges as described in the following.

Our main contributions in this dissertation, which are published or submitted for

publication in [46], [87], [88], [89], and [90] can be summarized as follows:

• In [46], we propose an iterative check polytope projection algorithm for ADMM

decoding. We prove that the projection algorithm converges with the increase

of the iteration.

• In [87], we apply node-wise scheduling to ADMM decoding and also devise a

reduced-complexity node-wise scheduling scheme.

• In [88], we present a revised proof of the all-zero assumption for the ADMM

penalized decoding algorithms in [66].

• In [89], we propose a novel ADMM check node penalized decoding algorithm.

We investigate the convergence properties of the proposed algorithm and prove

that its failure probability is independent of the transmitted codewords for

symmetric channels.

• In [90], we design a look-up table based post-processing technique to lower

the error floor of LDPC codes. A binary search operation is used to simplify

the array matching operation. For quasi-cyclic (QC) LDPC codes, a further

simplified array matching algorithm is proposed.

As we noted before, the check polytope projection is the most time-consuming

operation in ADMM decoding. All previous projection algorithms require sorting

or partial sorting operations. The existence of the sorting operation introduces an

average complexity of O(d log(d)) and a worst-case complexity of O(d2). More im-

portantly, the sorting or the partial sorting operation consumes much more hardware

resources than operations of MS decoders, which prevents the industrial deployment

of the ADMM decoder. We propose an iterative check polytope projection algorithm

that does not require sorting. The operations involved are simple arithmetic oper-

ations, and the projection result is refined in each iteration. For a fixed number of
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iterations, the computational complexity of the proposed algorithm is linear in d.

The convergence of the proposed algorithm is proved. Simulation results show that

the proposed projection algorithm can achieve a similar FER performance with the

accurate projection algorithm.

The ADMM decoding algorithm can be seen as an iterative message-passing al-

gorithm. For a message-passing algorithm, the scheduling of messages plays an im-

portant role in the convergence of the algorithm. The standard flooding scheme

updates all check node messages or all variable node messages in one iteration, which

involves a significant number of unimportant updating operations. Inspired by the

effective scheduling schemes developed for BP decoders, we investigate the node-wise

scheduling scheme which only updates the check node messages with the maximum

message residual in each iteration. Unlike BP decoders, the calculation of the check

node message residuals involves the polytope projection operation which consumes

non-negligible time. Thus, we simplify the calculation of the message residual and

propose a reduced-complexity node-wise scheduling scheme. Simulation results show

that the simplified scheduling scheme significantly accelerates the convergence speed

of ADMM decoding compared with the flooding scheme and the layered scheduling.

By adding penalty terms to the objective function of the LP decoding model, the

FER performance of ADMM decoding can be improved in the low SNR region. All

previous ADMM penalized decoding algorithms can be categorized as ADMM vari-

able node (VN) penalized decoding algorithms since they penalize the non-integer

values of variable nodes. In contrast, we propose a novel ADMM penalized decoding

algorithm whose penalty terms are focused on check nodes (CN). Solutions that can-

not satisfy all parity-checks will have a larger value of penalty terms than the valid

codewords. We term it the ADMM CN-penalized decoding algorithm. Description of

functions that can be used as CN-penalty terms is present, and several examples are

given. The convergence conclusion and the all-zero assumption of the ADMM CN-

penalized decoding algorithm are proved. The complexity of the proposed algorithm

with different penalty functions is also analyzed. Simulation results show that the

proposed algorithm has a better or similar performance than ADMM VN-penalized

decoding algorithms in the simulated range. The instanton analysis method [91] is

used to estimate the performance of the proposed algorithm at high SNR values. It

shows that the ADMM CN-penalized decoding algorithm will continue outperforming

the ADMM VN-penalized decoding algorithms. We also provide a revised proof of
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the all-zero assumption for the ADMM VN-penalized decoding algorithms.

Finally, we propose a look-up table based post-processing technique to lower the

error floor of LDPC codes. When the first stage decoder of an LDPC code fails to

output a codeword, the syndrome pattern will be searched in a look-up table that

contains the dominant trapping sets. The output of the first stage decoder can be

directly flipped based on the information of the matched trapping set. The most

complex part of the technique, the syndrome pattern matching (SPM) operation3, is

simplified to a one-dimensional binary search operation by extracting a feature value

from each trapping set. A further simplified SPM algorithm is proposed for QC LDPC

codes. We analyze both the computation complexity and the storage complexity of

the proposed method. The simulation results show the trade-off between performance

improvement and complexity. It should be noted that the proposed post-processing

technique can be potentially combined with the ADMM decoding algorithm.

1.4 Organization of the Dissertation

The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. Basic definitions, notations and

backgrounds are provided in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, we investigate the check

polytope projection operation. In Chapter 4, we study the scheduling strategy of

the ADMM decoding algorithm. In Chapter 5, the ADMM CN-penalized decoding

algorithm is presented. In Chapter 6, we propose a low-complexity post-processing

technique that could be used in ADMM decoding. Some ideas for future work are

presented in Chapter 7.

3The syndrome pattern is an array of integer indices, and the syndrome pattern matching oper-
ation is to find whether the array exists in a list of arrays



Chapter 2

Background

A communication system aims to transmit messages efficiently and reliably. It has

been shown by Claude Shannon as early as 1948 [92] that channel coding is an in-

evitable part of the communication system to combat noise disturbance. As a class

of channel coding schemes, LDPC codes have received tremendous attention because

of their excellent error correction performance.

In this chapter, we first give the background of channel coding in Section 2.1.

Then the basic properties of LDPC codes are explored and its LP decoding model

is presented in Section 2.2. Finally, the ADMM technique is explained and used to

solve the LP decoding model in Section 2.3.

2.1 Channel Coding

Binary linear block codes are a family of channel coding schemes [93]. They are used

throughout this dissertation. In this section, the concept of binary linear block codes

is introduced, and the ML decoding model of binary linear block codes is explained.

2.1.1 Binary Linear Block Codes

For an (n, k) binary linear block code, a sequence of information bits are divided into

groups of k bits. For each group, an encoder generates and adds n − k redundant

bits based on some rules. The final n bits, called a codeword, are transmitted via

a channel. The code-rate is then defined as k/n. The channel output may not be

exactly the same as the transmitted codeword due to the existence of the channel

noise. A decoder will then be used to recover the transmitted codeword with or

9
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without knowing the channel property.

The encoding process can be done with the assistance of a generator matrix G.

For an (n, k) binary linear block code, G is of size n×k and rank k. For a transmitted

information sequence m of size k× 1, the transmitted codeword x is obtained by the

following modulo-2 operation:

x = Gm. (2.1)

All possible transmitted codewords form a codeword set

C = {Gm|m ∈ {0, 1}k}. (2.2)

The decoding process can be done with the assistance of a parity check matrix

H. For an (n, k) binary linear block code, H is of size m× n and rank n− k, where

m ≥ n− k. For any codeword x ∈ C, the following module-2 equality always holds

Hx = 0. (2.3)

Therefore, the parity check matrix can be used to judge if a binary sequence is

a valid codeword. Each row of (2.3) is one parity-check equation. This procedure

is called parity checking, which can only be performed on a binary sequence. For a

fractional sequence, the parity checking is performed on its hard-decision sequence,

which is obtained bit-wisely by

x̂i =

1, if xi > 0.5

0, if xi < 0.5.
(2.4)

2.1.2 ML Decoding Model

Suppose the transmitted codeword is x ∈ C and the received sequence is y. A decoder

is to find one estimated codeword x̂ which is the most-likely transmitted codeword

on the condition that the received sequence is y. This principle can be described by

the following model:

x̂ = arg max
x∈C

Pr(x|y). (2.5)

This model estimates the transmitted codeword based on the received sequence,

which is called maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) decoding. Based on Bayes’ rule, and the
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assumption that codewords in the codeword set will be sent with equal probability,

the MAP decoding is equivalent to the following ML decoding model:

x̂ = arg max
x∈C

Pr(y|x). (2.6)

In a binary memoryless channel, all bits are affected by the noise independently,

yielding that x̂ = arg maxx∈C
∏n

1 Pr(yi|xi). By taking the logarithm of the right-hand

side, we have x̂ = arg maxx∈C
∑n

1 log Pr(yi|xi) = arg minx∈C −
∑n

1 log Pr(yi|xi).
After adding the constant

∑n
1 log Pr(yi|0) to the right-hand side, we have

x̂ = min
x∈C

n∑
i=1

(log Pr(yi|0)− log Pr(yi|xi))

= min
x∈C

n∑
i=1

log
Pr(yi|0)

Pr(yi|xi)

= min
x∈C

∑
i:xi=0

log
Pr(yi|0)

Pr(yi|0)
+
∑
i:xi=1

log
Pr(yi|0)

Pr(yi|1)

= min
x∈C

n∑
i=1

log
Pr(yi|0)

Pr(yi|1)
· xi

= min
x∈C

n∑
i=1

γi · xi, (2.7)

where γi = log Pr(yi|0)
Pr(yi|1)

is called log-likelihood ratio (LLR). It means the ML decod-

ing problem tries to find a codeword in the codeword set C which has the minimum

inner product value with LLR vector. Considering the condition (2.3) that implies

x ∈ C, the ML decoding model can be described in the following model:

minimize γTx

subject to Hx = 0,

xi ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, 2, . . . , n.

(2.8)

The additive white gaussian noise (AWGN) channel is the channel model used

in this dissertation. Its input is discrete, and its output is continuous, namely, yi =

xi+ni, where xi is the discrete channel input, and ni is a normally distributed random

variable with mean 0 and standard deviation σ. The probability density function of
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yi is

yi =
1√

2πσ2
exp(−(yi − xi)2

2σ2
). (2.9)

For the AWGN channel with binary phase-shift keying (BPSK), the component

of the LLR vector is

γi = log
Pr(yi|xi = 0)

Pr(yi|xi = 1)
= log

Pr(yi|+1)

Pr(yi|−1)

= log

1√
2πσ2

exp(− (yi−1)2

2σ2 )

1√
2πσ2

exp(− (yi+1)2

2σ2 )

=
(yi + 1)2 − (yi − 1)2

2σ2

=
2yi
σ2
. (2.10)

2.2 Binary LDPC Codes

Binary LDPC codes are a class of binary linear codes. So they can also be represented

by the generator matrix or the parity check matrix. What makes LDPC codes special

is that their parity check matrix is sparse. It means the number of non-zero entries

in one row of the parity check matrix is small compared with the total length of the

row.

In this section, the Tanner graph representation of the LDPC code is explained,

and the concept of trapping sets is introduced. The efficient representation of trapping

sets of the QC-LDPC code is given. Finally, the LP decoding model is explained.

2.2.1 Tanner Graphs and Trapping Sets

LDPC codes can be represented by bipartite graphs called Tanner graphs [13]. The

graphs include two kinds of nodes, variable nodes and check nodes. For an (n, k)

binary LDPC code, n variable nodes indicate the codeword bits, and m = n − k

check nodes indicate the parity-check equations. An edge (vi, cj) connects variable

node vi and check node cj if and only if Hji = 1. Let I = {1, 2, . . . , n} and J =

{1, 2, . . . ,m} be the index sets of variable nodes and check nodes, respectively. The
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Figure 2.1: A (4, 4) trapping set of a regular LDPC code with variable node degree
3. Circles represent variable nodes, and squares represent check nodes. The four
solid circles represent four variable nodes in an erroneous state, and the four
solid squares represent four unsatisfied check nodes. The four empty squares
represent four mis-satisfied check nodes.

set of neighboring check nodes of variable node i is denoted by Nv(i). The degree

of variable node i, denoted by di, is the cardinality of Nv(i). Similarly, the set of

neighboring variable nodes of check node j is denoted by Nc(j). The degree of check

node j is denoted by dj with a slight abuse of notation.

An (a, b) trapping set is a set T of a message bits in error that result in b unsatisfied

parity-checks. The indices of these a message bits form a vector, called the error

pattern, and the index vector of the b unsatisfied checks is called the syndrome pattern.

These definitions are slightly different from other references where the error pattern

and the syndrome pattern may refer to the sparse binary vectors of length n and

m, respectively. Here we only record the locations of their non-zero components but

still call them the error pattern or the syndrome pattern, respectively. A trapping

set can be represented by a sub-graph of the code’s Tanner graph. Fig. 2.1 gives a

(4, 4) trapping set with T = {v1, v2, v3, v4}. During the decoding procedure, if the

variable nodes in T are in erroneous states, check nodes {c5, . . . , c8} are unsatisfied,

and check nodes {c1, . . . , c4} are mis-satisfied. Although there exist some unsatisfied

parity-checks, these unsatisfied check nodes may not be able to correct the errors,

and the decoder will be trapped.

Since avoiding or compensating for trapping sets can be used to lower the er-

ror floor, plenty of works have focused on searching for the trapping sets of LDPC

codes [82,84,94–98]. Methods for finding the trapping sets can be divided into three
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classes. The first one is based on simulations. FPGA was used in the simulation

to accelerate the searching and can obtain a sufficiently large list of dominant trap-

ping sets in [84]. Cavus et al. used importance sampling to narrow the searching

space [82]. The simulation time could be reduced significantly, and a partial list of

dominant trapping sets can be obtained. The second class is based on graph theory.

In [94], the original Tanner graph of the code is transformed into an augmented Tan-

ner graph, and a weight-enumeration algorithm is applied. Karimi and Banihashemi

characterized leafless elementary trapping sets as layered supersets of short cycles in

the code’s Tanner graph and proposed an efficient algorithm for finding dominant

trapping sets [95]. More recently, Hashemi and Banihashemi presented an improved

characterization of leafless elementary trapping sets. Their proposed efficient exhaus-

tive search algorithms were proved to be able to find all leafless elementary trapping

sets smaller than size (a, b) [97] [98]. The third class is based on the branch-&-bound

principle. Kyung and Wang formulated the searching algorithm as an integer pro-

gramming problem and solved it based on this principle [96].

2.2.2 QC-LDPC Codes

QC-LDPC codes are a special kind of LDPC codes that are widely deployed in the

industry. Their parity-check matrices can be broken into sub-matrices that have cir-

culant structures. The circulant structure brings an advantage to the representation

of trapping sets. For a QC-LDPC code with the Q × Q circulant sub-matrix, the

isomorphism class of trapping sets is of size Q. In other words, if one can find a single

trapping set, then there exist Q − 1 other trapping sets that can be generated by

applying different quasi-cyclical shift amounts, ∆, on this trapping set. Mathemat-

ically, if one (a, b) trapping set is denoted by an error pattern {v1, v2, . . . , va} and a

syndrome pattern {c1, c2, . . . , cb}, its isomorphic trapping set with QC-shift amount

∆ can be obtained by

v∆
i = b(vi − 1)/Qc ∗Q+ ((vi − 1)%Q+ ∆)%Q+ 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , a, (2.11)

c∆
j = b(cj − 1)/Qc ∗Q+ ((cj − 1)%Q+ ∆)%Q+ 1, j = 1, 2, . . . , b, (2.12)

where b(vi− 1)/Qc is the quotient of the integer division and called the module index

of variable node vi; (vi − 1)%Q is the remainder of the integer division and called
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the circulant index of variable node vi [93]; ∆ is the QC-shift amount and could be

1, 2, . . . , Q− 1. Similarly, b(cj − 1)/Qc and (cj − 1)%Q are called module index and

circulant index of check node cj, respectively. The indices in the dissertation all start

from 1. It can be found that the module index of any variable nodes or check nodes

does not change no matter which shift amount ∆ is applied. (b(c1 − 1)/Qc, b(c2 −
1)/Qc, . . . , b(cb−1)/Qc) is then called module index vector of the syndrome patterns

of this isomorphism class (or MI vector for short). We note that Q is also called the

lifting degree.

2.2.3 LP Decoding Model

The ML decoding model (2.8) is an integer programming (IP) model which is infea-

sible for large size. In [19], the authors proposed the following relaxed LP model to

recover the transmitted symbols x in the codeword set C:

minimize γTx

subject to Pjx ∈ PPdj , ∀j ∈ J ,
(2.13)

where γ is the LLR vector of length n. J is the index sets of check nodes. Pj is a

dj×n binary matrix that contains 1s only in the s-th row and the t-th column if vt is

the s-th neighboring variable node of check node j. Therefore, Pjx is the sub-vector

of x, and it is composed of the values of all variable nodes checked by the j-th check

node. Pdj is the set of even weight binary vectors of length dj. PPdj is defined as the

convex hull of set Pdj and is also called the check polytope.

Example 1. Suppose the set of neighboring variable nodes of check node j is Nc(j) =

{1, 3, 5, 6} and the code length is n = 6. The selection matrix of check node j is

Pj =



1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 1


.
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Figure 2.2: The check polytope PP3 in the unit cube. P3 is the set {000, 110,
101, 011}. PP3 is the pyramid in maroon.

Then we have

Pjx = Pj · [x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6] = [x1, x3, x5, x6].

Example 2. In the case where dj = 4, P4 is the set {0000, 1100, 1010, 1001, 0110,

0101, 0011, 1111}. It contains all points of length 4 with even weight (for example, 0,

2, and 4). Then PP4 contains all points in the convex hull of P4.

In the case where dj = 3, P3 is the set {000, 110, 101, 011}. Then PP3 contains all

points in the convex hull of P3, which is the pyramid shown in Fig. 2.2.

The condition Pjx ∈ Pdj indicates that the sub-vector of x checked by the j-

th check node is composed of an even number of 1s. This implies the parity-check

equation related to the j-th check node will be satisfied. If for all j ∈ J , the condition

Pjx ∈ Pdj holds, it means x is a valid codeword, namely x ∈ C. As a result, if the

constraint Pjx ∈ PPdj in (2.13) is replaced by Pjx ∈ Pdj , the model will become

an IP model equivalent to (2.8), and the solution of the IP model must be the ML

solution. In contrast, the solution of the LP model (2.13) will be the ML solution

only if the output is an integer solution. This property is called “ML Certificate”.

An operator ΠPPdj
(·) is defined as the Euclidean projection onto check polytope PPdj ,

which means finding the nearest point in the polytope PPdj to the given input point.
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2.3 ADMM Decoding of LDPC Codes

In this section, the ADMM technique is reviewed, and ADMM decoding of LDPC

codes is explained.

2.3.1 ADMM Technique

The ADMM technique is a distributed method for solving general convex optimization

problems based on the idea of decomposition and coordination [34]. The large opti-

mization problem is decomposed into small-sized problems and solved locally. Then

the local minimums are coordinated into the global minimum. The ADMM technique

can be regarded as the method of combining the advantages of dual decomposition

and augmented Lagrangian.

Specifically, the ADMM technique can be used to solve the following optimization

problem:

minimize f(x) + g(z)

subject to Ax + Bz = c,
(2.14)

where x and z are variables.

The augmented Lagrangian of (2.14) is

Lµ(x, z,λ) = f(x) + g(z) + λT (Ax + Bz− c) +
µ

2
||Ax + Bz− c||22, (2.15)

where λ is the Lagrangian multiplier and µ is the Lagrangian penalty coefficient. To

be differentiated with the penalty coefficient we used later, parameter µ will be called

the Lagrangian coefficient. The quadratic term makes the dual function of Lµ(x, z,λ)

be differentiable under rather mild conditions [34].

Now the constrained optimization problem turns into an unconstrained problem

by minimizing the Lµ(x, z,λ). We can solve this by the following iterative operations:
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xk+1 = arg min
x

Lµ(x, zk,λk), (2.16)

zk+1 = arg min
z

Lµ(xk+1, z,λk), (2.17)

λk+1 = λk + µ(Axk+1 + Bzk+1 − c). (2.18)

In one iteration, the Lagrangian Lµ(x, z,λ) is minimized in terms of variable x

with z and λ fixed. Then the Lagrangian is minimized in terms of variable z with

x and λ fixed. Finally, λ is updated based on new values of x and z. These three

variables are updated alternatively. So the method is called the alternating direction

method of multipliers.

It has been proved that for a convex optimization problem, the ADMM technique

can give the global minimum. More importantly, for non-convex optimization, the

ADMM technique can still be used to obtain a local minimum efficiently [34].

2.3.2 ADMM Decoding Model

Problem (2.13) is a convex optimization problem. So the ADMM technique can be

used to solve (2.13) instead of the general LP solver. The solution given by the

ADMM technique will be the global minimum. Therefore, ADMM decoding still

preserves the “ML certificate” property.

The solution of the ADMM technique will converge to the global minimum.

Barman et al. rewrote (2.13) as follows [33]:

minimize γTx

subject to Pjx = zj, ∀j ∈ J ,

zj ∈ PPdj , ∀j ∈ J ,

(2.19)

where zj is a vector of length dj. Then zj, instead of Pjx, is constrained by the

parity-check equation of check node j. The introduction of zj makes the model fit

the standard template of the ADMM technique.

The augmented Lagrangian of (2.19) is

Lµ(x, z,λ) = γTx +
∑
j∈J

λTj (Pjx− zj) +
µ

2

∑
j∈J

‖Pjx− zj||22, (2.20)
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which is still constrained by x ∈ [0, 1]n and zj ∈ PPdj .
The scaled form of the ADMM technique solves this model by the following up-

dating operations [39]:

xk+1 = arg min
x∈[0,1]n

(
γTx +

µ

2

∑
j∈J

||Pjx− zkj + λkj ||
2

2

)
, (2.21)

zk+1
j = ΠPPdj

(Pjx
k+1 + λkj ), (2.22)

λk+1
j = λkj + (Pjx

k+1 − zk+1
j ), (2.23)

where ΠPPdj
is the Euclidean projection onto check polytope PPdj and λj are La-

grangian multipliers. µ is the constant Lagrangian coefficient that can be selected

based on the FER performance. z0
j and λ0

j can be initialized as vector 0.5 and vector

0, respectively.

More specifically, for model (2.19), the update of x can be solved and split into

bit-wise operations:

xk+1
i = Π[0,1]

1

di

 ∑
j∈Nv(i)

(zkj(i) − λkj(i))−
1

µ
γi

, (2.24)

where Π[0,1] is the Euclidean projection onto the interval [0, 1], zj(i) and λj(i) denote

the components of zj and λj corresponding to vi, respectively.

It should be noted the check polytope projection
∏

PPdj
in the update of zj is

the most time-consuming operation in ADMM decoding of LDPC codes1. Barman et

al. originally proposed a Two-Slice algorithm based on the finding that two adjacent

slices can represent any points in the check polytope. Later several more efficient

check polytope projection algorithms were proposed to simplify the complexity of

ADMM decoding. We also propose an iterative check polytope projection algorithm

in Chapter 3. So the details of the check polytope projection will be given there.

The ADMM decoding algorithm can be regarded as a message-passing algorithm.

The message xi is updated at variable node i and passed to its neighboring check

nodes. The messages zj and λj are updated at check node j by the received vari-

able node messages and the stored values in the previous iteration. Because of this

1Based on our simulations, even with the relatively efficient projection algorithm [39], the average
time for check polytope projection operation is more than half of the total decoding time for the
(576,288) WiMAX code.
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message-passing characteristic, some classical techniques can be used to accelerate

the convergence of the ADMM decoding algorithm, such as over-relaxation, early

termination, and scheduling schemes.

During one ADMM decoding iteration, the updates of z and λ use the latest value

of x. For over-relaxation, the updates of z and λ do not directly use the latest value

of x. Instead, Pjx
k+1 is replaced by

ωkPjx
k+1 + (1− ωk)zkj , (2.25)

where ωk ∈ (1, 2) is the over-relaxation coefficient. The over-relaxed ADMM decoding

is similar to the accelerated ADMM framework proposed in [99], and a comparison

between them can be found in [100].

Early termination is widely used in the iterative decoding algorithm. It means

after each iteration, the hard-decision values of the variables are obtained and used

to perform parity checking. If the parity check results are all zeros, the iterative

procedure can be terminated in advance. Early termination can avoid unnecessary

iteration when the decoding approaches convergence, while some of the variable values

are still not integers.

The scheduling of messages can substantially influence the convergence of the

ADMM decoding algorithm. The most commonly used scheduling scheme for the

ADMM decoding algorithm is the flooding scheme. Layered scheduling was proposed

in [51] to accelerate the convergence. We also propose a scheduling scheme in Chapter

4. So the details of the scheduling schemes will be provided there.

ADMM decoding is based on the LP decoding model relaxed from the IP decoding

model. The relaxation of the IP decoding model makes the decoding problem feasible

but also introduces fractional points to the feasible region. The factional points are

called pseudo-codewords and degrade the error correction performance. To penalize

pseudo-codewords, ADMM VN-penalized decoding algorithms [66–68] were proposed

by adding penalty terms to the objective function of the LP decoding model. For

example, ADMM VN-penalized decoding algorithm with `2 penalty terms, h2(x) =

−α(x − 0.5)2, significantly improved the FER performance in the low SNR region

with only the updating rule variable xi changed as follows:

xk+1
i = Π[0,1]

1

di − 2α
µ

 ∑
j∈Nv(i)

(zkj(i) − λkj(i))−
γi
µ
− α

µ

. (2.26)
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We propose an ADMM CN-penalized decoding algorithm in Chapter 5 and will

show the details of the ADMM VN-penalized decoding algorithms there.



Chapter 3

Iterative Check Polytope Projection

Algorithm

As found in Section 2.3, the check polytope projection
∏

PPdj
in the update of zj is

the most complex operation in ADMM decoding of LDPC codes. To simplify the

ADMM decoding algorithm, it is crucial to simplify this bottle-neck operation. As

we know, all previous projection algorithms require sorting or partial sorting opera-

tions, which introduce the majority of the complexity and prevent efficient hardware

implementation. Thus, it is necessary to avoid the sorting operation. To indicate the

general check polytope projection operation, the notation dj will be replaced by d in

this chapter.

In this chapter, we first review the check polytope and the cut search algorithm

(CSA) based projection algorithm in Section 3.1. Then we propose an iterative check

polytope projection algorithm that does not involve the complex operation of sorting

in Section 3.2 and prove that the projection algorithm converges as the iterations

increase. The computational complexity of the proposed algorithm and other algo-

rithms are analyzed in Section 3.3. The simulation results are given in Section 3.4.

3.1 Check Polytope and CSA-based Projection

The check polytope projection operation
∏

PPd
(v) is the operation to find the nearest

point in the check polytope PPd to the given point v ∈ Rd. Mathematically, the check

polytope PPd of dimension d can be described by a set of box constraints and parity

inequalities as follows [39]:

22
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0 ≤ ui ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ [d], (3.1)

θTV u ≤ pV , ∀V ⊆ [d] with |V | odd, (3.2)

where [d] is defined as the set of integers from 1 to d, θV is the indicator vector of set

V , V c is the complement set [d]\V , and pV = |V | − 1. The components of θV are

θV,i =

1 if i ∈ V

−1 if i ∈ V c.
(3.3)

The box constraints (3.1) show that the check polytope PPd lies inside the unit

hypercube, i.e.,PPd ⊆ [0, 1]d. The parity inequalities (3.2) define several half-spaces.

For a point u ∈ [0, 1]d, if θTV u > pV for one set V ⊆ [d] of odd cardinality, u /∈ PPd.
This inequality is called a cut at u. On the other side, if θTV u ≤ pV for all sets V ⊆ [d]

of odd cardinality, the point u lies inside (or on) PPd.
Among all parity inequalities, for a point u ∈ [0, 1]d, an inequality θTx ≤ p can be

found by the CSA in [40]. It has been proved that if this inequality is satisfied, then

all the other parity inequalities must also be satisfied [40]. This inequality is called

the most vulnerable inequality. If the inequality sign is replaced by the equality sign,

a hyperplane θTx = p is defined, and it is termed the assistant hyperplane in this

chapter.

Proposition 1 (Proposition 1 in [39]). If at any given point u ∈ [0, 1]d, one of the

parity inequalities in (3.2) is violated, then the rest of them are satisfied with strict

inequality.

Proposition 1 shows that not all parity inequalities are essential to judge if a point

is also inside the check polytope when it is inside the unit hypercube. For a point

inside the unit hypercube, the most vulnerable inequality found by the CSA should

be verified first. If this inequality is not satisfied, then the other parity inequalities

must be satisfied. So it will be a waste if we verify the other parity inequalities first.

On the other hand, if this inequality is satisfied, the other parity inequalities must

also be satisfied, as mentioned before. As a result, there is no need to check the other

inequalities after the most vulnerable inequality is verified. It also implies that there

exists at most one cut for the given point.
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In the CSA-based projection algorithm, three steps are used to get the check

polytope projection result z = ΠPPd
(v).

Firstly, the point v ∈ Rd is projected onto the hypercube. The projection onto

the hypercube, u = Π[0,1]d(v), can be done component-wisely by

ui = viU(vi)− (vi − 1)U(vi − 1) =


1 , if vi > 1

0 , if vi < 0

vi , otherwise,

(3.4)

where U(x) is the unit step function.

Secondly, the assistant hyperplane θTx = p for point u is derived by the CSA

with two steps. The first step is assigning the initial value to θi by

θi = sgn(ui − 0.5) =

 1 , if ui > 1/2

−1 , otherwise .
(3.5)

The second step is to find the number of ones in θ. If the number (for example t)

is even, we have to flip the value of θi whose corresponding ui is closest to 0.5 and

update t. After that, we have p = t− 1. We note here that the assistant hyperplane

for point u can also be calculated with v by the same steps without changing the

result.

If this projection u = Π[0,1]d(v) is not “cut” by the assistant hyperplane, u is

actually the projection onto the check polytope. If the hypercube projection is outside

the check polytope, the cut found by the CSA can be further used to find the check

polytope projection by Theorem 1 below in the final step.

Theorem 1 (Theorem 3 in [39]). For a given vector v ∈ Rd, let u =
∏

[0,1]d(v). If

θTu > p is a cut for u, then
∏

PPd
(v) must be on the facet of PPd defined by the cut,

i.e.,
∏

PPd
(v) ∈ {x ∈ [0, 1]d | θTx = p}.

By Theorem 1, the projection onto the check polytope can be converted to the

projection onto the facet. The following optimization problem can be formulated to
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find the projection of a point v:

minimize ||z− v||22

subject to 0 ≤ zi ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ [d],

θTz = p.

(3.6)

The solution to the optimization problem is

z = Π[0,1]d(v − sθ), (3.7)

where s is a scalar (we call it difference coefficient) such that θTz = p.

In the final step, the difference coefficient s is calculated precisely by Algorithm

3 in [39] which involves a sorting operation.

3.2 Iterative Polytope Projection Algorithm

In [39], points are divided into two classes, Π[0,1]d(v) ∈ PPd and Π[0,1]d(v) /∈ PPd, with

different projection rules. We can combine the two cases, using the same projection

rule by the following proposition.

Proposition 2. For a given vector v ∈ Rd, let θTx = p be the assistant hyperplane

of check polytope PPd. The projection of v onto PPd is z = Π[0,1]d(v − sθ), where s

is a scalar such that θTz ≤ p.

Proof. For Π[0,1]d(v) /∈ PPd, it is true by (3.7). For Π[0,1]d(v) ∈ PPd, the projection

result is Π[0,1]d(v) that can be written as Π[0,1]d(v− 0 · θ). In this case the difference

coefficient s is 0. Since the projection result is inside or on the polytope, we have

θTz ≤ p.

Accordingly, we can derive a three-step projection algorithm. Firstly we get the

assistant hyperplane θTx = p. Secondly, we get the difference coefficient s. Finally,

we get the projection by z = Π[0,1]d(v−sθ). We now focus on how to get the difference

coefficient s efficiently.

For u = Π[0,1]d(v) ∈ PPd, we have θTu ≤ p. Therefore we can calculate

η = (θTu− p)/d. If η ≤ 0, the difference coefficient s can be set to 0.
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For u = Π[0,1]d(v) /∈ PPd, we have η > 0. Suppose v′ = v−sθ, where s is the exact

difference coefficient. We can use η to approximate s and update v ← v − ηθ. For

the new point v, we can obtain the projection u = Π[0,1]d(v) and its η = (θTu− p)/d.

This procedure is executed iteratively until the updated v is close enough to v′ and

s is actually close to the summation of all η we calculated. The principle behind this

procedure is based on the following two propositions.

Proposition 3. For a given point v ∈ Rd and a hyperplane θTx = p, the projection

of v on the hyperplane is v − ηθ, where η = (θTv − p)/(θTθ), called projection

coefficient. If θi can only be 1 or -1, then η = (θTv − p)/d.

Proof. The proof of the first part is a simple linear algebra problem by solving two

equations  v − x = ηθ

θTx = p ,
(3.8)

where x is the projection point on the hyperplane. So η = (θTv − p)/(θTθ). If θi

can only be 1 or -1, then θTθ = ||θ||22 = d.

Proposition 3 describes the relation between a point and a hyperplane. If a point is

on the hyperplane, η = 0. If a point is not on the hyperplane, the sign of η indicates

which side the point is, and the absolute value of η shows the “relative distance”

between the point and the hyperplane.

Proposition 4. For a given point v ∈ Rd and the assistant hyperplane θTx = p of

check polytope PPd, if u = Π[0,1]d(v) /∈ PPd, the difference coefficient s of v satisfies

s ≥ η = (θTu− p)/d > 0.

Proof. The difference coefficient of v can be written as

s = (θTu− p+ ∆)/(d− k), (3.9)

where ∆ ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ k < d. (3.9) is summarized from Algorithm 3 of [39], and the

exact value of ∆ and k is determined based on a sorting operation. It is obvious that

the difference coefficient s of v is equal to or larger than η = (θTu− p)/d.

Since v′ = v− sθ, θ and s can be considered as the “direction” and the “relative

distance” from v to v′. Proposition 4 presents the connection between the difference
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the iterative check polytope projection. Vector θ rep-
resents the assistant hyperplane. Notations f and g are used to indicate the
boundaries of the unit hypercube. Dash lines represent projection onto the
hypercube.

coefficient s of v and projection coefficient η of u = Π[0,1]d(v). That is the distance

from v to v′ is always equal to or larger than the distance from u to the assistant

hyperplane. If we approximate s by η and update v← v− ηθ, the point v will move

towards v′ but never go beyond it. Now the distance from v to v′ becomes shorter

and it can again be approximated by η = (θTu− p)/d, where u is the projection

point of the new v onto hypercube. It should be noted that the new distance is still

equal to or larger than η. Therefore, after enough iterations, v will be close enough

to v′ and the original difference coefficient s can be approximated by the summation

of all η we calculated.

It should be noted that Proposition 4 is equivalent to the following form which is

summarized by Dr. Amir Banihashemi in [46].
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Proposition 5. Consider a vector v ∈ Rd with the assistant hyperplane θTx = p for

the check polytope PPd, and the difference coefficient s. If u = Π[0,1]d(v) /∈ PPd, then,

in the proposed iterative check polytope projection algorithm, the projection coefficient

ηi = (θTui−1 − p)/d satisfies ηi ≤ s −
∑i

j=1 ηj−1, for any i ≥ 1, where ui−1 =

Π[0,1]d(v − (
∑i

j=1 ηj−1)θ).

Proposition 5 shows more clearly that, at each iteration of the proposed projection

algorithm, vector v is shifted closer and closer to the desired vector v′ (ηi > 0), but

will never pass v′ since ηi ≤ s −
∑i

j=1 ηj−1. It thus follows that, by increasing the

number of iterations, the sequence of shifted versions of v either reaches or converges

to v′, and therefore Algorithm 1 either reaches or converges to vector z = ΠPPd
(v).

The formal convergence analysis is given below.

Proposition 6. Consider a vector v ∈ Rd with the assistant hyperplane θTx = p

for the check polytope PPd, and the difference coefficient s. If u = Π[0,1]d(v) /∈ PPd,
then, in the proposed iterative check polytope projection algorithm, ui = Π[0,1]d(v −
(
∑i

j=1 ηj)θ)→ Π[0,1]d(v − sθ) as i→∞, where ηi = (θTui−1 − p)/d.

Proof. It is true because ηi ≤ s−
∑i

j=1 ηj−1 and ηi > 0 for any i ≥ 1.

We first show ηi ≤ s −
∑i

j=1 ηj−1 for any i ≥ 1 by induction. From Proposition

4, for i = 1, this inequality holds. If the inequality holds for an arbitrary value of

i ≥ 1, then ηi ≤ s −
∑i

j=1 ηj−1 or
∑i+1

j=1 ηj−1 ≤ s. Therefore, the shifted vector

vi = v −
∑i+1

j=1 ηj−1θ will not pass v′ = v − sθ. Since s is the scalar that makes

θTu′ = p, where u′ = Π[0,1]d(v′), then θTui > p. This means that θTx = p is also the

assistant hyperplane of vi and cuts ui. It then follows that the difference coefficient

of vi with respect to the assistant hyperplane is s −
∑i+1

j=1 ηj−1, and thus from (3.9

), we have ηi+1 ≤ s−
∑i+1

j=1 ηj−1. This means that the claim of proposition holds for

i+ 1, and thus by induction, it holds for any value of i ≥ 1.

We can also show ηi > 0 for any i ≥ 1 because θTui > p.

Fig. 3.1 illustrates the procedure of iterative projection. v0 indicates the initial

position of the input v. The distance from v0 to v′ is denoted by s1. By using η1 =

(θTu0 − p)/d which is the distance from u1 to θ to approximate s1, the projection

position moves from v0 to v1. After that, we use η2 = (θTu1 − p)/d to approximate

the difference coefficient of v1, where u1 = Π[0,1]d(v1). The projection position moves

from v1 to v2. When this procedure is repeated, the new projection position arrives

or gets closer and closer to v′. The projection result is u = Π[0,1]d(vk). In Fig. 3.1a,
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the projection point v3 reaches v′ at Iteration 3 and in Fig. 3.1b, the projection

point vk converges to v′ as k increases. The details of the iterative check polytope

projection algorithm is as follows.

Algorithm 1 Iterative check polytope projection algorithm

Input: vector v with dimension d
Output: projection z = ΠPPd

(v)
1: θi = sgn(vi − 0.5), i = 1, . . . , d
2: if |{i : θi = 1}| is even then
3: i∗ ← arg mini |vi − 0.5|
4: θi∗ ← −θi∗
5: end if
6: p = |{i : θi = 1}| − 1
7: η = 0
8: repeat
9: u = Π[0,1]d(v)

10: η = (θTu− p)/d
11: v← v − ηθ
12: until η < ε
13: z = u

In Algorithm 1, the assistant hyperplane is found in Lines 1-6, which is the com-

mon step for [39]. For Π[0,1]d(v) ∈ PPd, only one iteration is required. The algorithm

stops when the projection coefficient η less than the threshold ε. To reduce the com-

plexity, the maximum number of iterations Imax can be defined and used to limit the

number of iterations.

3.3 Complexity Analysis

In this section, we compare the proposed projection algorithm with previous projec-

tion algorithms. As mentioned in [42], the partial sorting operation which is the main

reason why the projection algorithm in [41] has lower complexity than [33] and [39]

cannot be implemented in hardware efficiently. So, the projection algorithms com-

pared here are the CSA-based projection algorithm in [39] and Wasson’s projection

in [42] which considers the FPGA implementation. The proposed projection algo-

rithm is much simpler than the other two algorithms in three aspects.

First of all, points are divided into two classes in the CSA-based and Wasson’s pro-

jection algorithms with different updating rules (especially for Wasson’s algorithm).
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This classification demands designing two hardware components for two different pro-

jection rules, but each time only one of them will be used. In contrast, the unified

updating rule in the proposed algorithm allows the hardware component to be fully

used.

Secondly, the CSA-based and Wasson’s projection algorithms use the sign of θTu−
p to judge if a point in the unit hypercube also lies in check polytope. If the point

lies outside the check polytope, this value will not be used anymore. However, in

our algorithm, we use the sign of η = (θTu− p)/d to make the same decision, and η

could be used again if the point lies outside the check polytope.

Last but not least, the proposed algorithm does not involve the sorting operation

which is the bottle-neck of the previous projection algorithm. The average complex-

ity and the worst-case complexity of the proposed algorithm are both linear in the

input dimension because of removing the sorting operation. While for the other two

algorithms, the average complexities are all O(d log(d)), and the worst-case complex-

ities are all O(d2). Moreover, the hardware consumption for implementing arithmetic

operations is much lower than the sorting operation. This boosts the potential for

deploying the ADMM decoder in reality.

3.4 Simulation Results

We implement the simulation program in C language. All simulations are performed

over the AWGN channel with BPSK modulation. The ADMM decoding algorithm

used here is actually the ADMM penalized decoding algorithm with `2 penalty terms

[66] and the penalty parameter α is 1.7. In the algorithm, the Lagrangian parameter

µ is set to 2.8, and the over-relaxation coefficient is set to 1.8. The maximum iteration

number for ADMM decoding is selected to be 60. For each SNR point, the Monte

Carlo simulation is performed, and 100 decoding failures are collected to estimate the

FER with a quite tight confidence interval.1

In the first experiment, we use the irregular (576, 288) rate-1/2 code C1 from

1In our case, the simulation gives a binomially-distributed observation and its 95 % confidence

interval is [p̂− 1.96
√

p̂(1−p̂)
n , p̂+ 1.96

√
p̂(1−p̂)
n ], where p̂ is the estimate of the FER and n is the total

number of frames. By collecting 100 decoding failures, we have n = 100/p̂ and then 1.96
√

p̂(1−p̂)
n =

1.96
√

p̂2(1−p̂)
100 = 0.196p̂

√
(1− p̂) < 0.196p̂. The confidence interval is roughly [0.8p̂, 1.2p̂], which is

sufficiently tight for the purpose of this research.
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Figure 3.2: FER performance of C1 under ADMM decoding with the proposed check
polytope projection algorithm for different values of ε and Imax.

IEEE 802.16e (WiMAX) standard [4]. C1 has two check node degrees, 6 and 7. Fig.

3.2 shows the FER performance of ADMM decoding with the proposed algorithm

and the accurate algorithm of [39] for the check polytope projection. The maximum

number of iterations of the proposed projection algorithm is either limited by Imax

or can be infinitely large. For each simulation point, 100 frame errors are obtained.

It can be seen that the performance of the proposed projection algorithm depends

on ε and Imax. The performance can be improved by decreasing ε or by increasing

Imax. A reasonable selection of ε and Imax not only provides projection results with

necessary accuracy but also avoids the unnecessary iterations. It can be seen that the

FER performance of the proposed algorithm for ε = 0.001 with Imax = 30 is almost

identical to that of [39] in the simulated range of Eb/N0.

Fig. 3.3 gives the distributions of projections during one ADMM decoding with

the proposed check polytope projection algorithm for different parameters based on

the iteration numbers. We can see that the majority of the projections only use one

iteration to get the projection result in all nine cases, and this percentage increases

with Eb/N0 values for the same ε. For the projection algorithm with ε = 2.5e−3, about

40% of the total projections need one iteration to get the result when Eb/N0 = 3.0

dB. The percentage increases to around 55% when Eb/N0 = 4.2dB. It is also shown
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Figure 3.3: Distributions of the number of projection iterations during ADMM
decoding with the proposed check polytope projection algorithm for different
parameters.

that at the same Eb/N0 value, the projection algorithm with a larger ε needs fewer

iterations to get the result.

We also plot the histogram of average iteration numbers of the proposed projection

algorithms in Fig. 3.4. From the figure, we can find the average number of iterations

decreases with Eb/N0 for all 3 parameter settings. For the projection algorithm with

ε = 2.5e − 3, it only takes around 7 iterations on average to get the result when

Eb/N0 = 4.2 dB. Apart from that, the projection algorithm with a larger ε needs

fewer iterations to get the result, but in high Eb/N0, the differences become small,

which explains why the average decoding time under ADMM decoding with the three

parameter settings tends to be close.

More experiments about the maximum number of iterations are carried out on

five randomly constructed regular LDPC codes, C2 − C6, in Fig. 3.5. They are all of

length 1000 (except for C3 which is of length 999) and all with variable node degree 3.

Their check node degree is 6, 9, 12, 15, and 30, respectively. The proposed projection

algorithm terminates only if the maximum number of iterations is reached. It can be

seen that although the average number of iterations is small, the proposed projection
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Figure 3.4: Average iteration number of the proposed check polytope projection
algorithm for different parameters.
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Figure 3.5: FER performance of C2−C6 under ADMM decoding with the proposed
check polytope projection algorithm for different values of Imax.
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Figure 3.6: MSE of the projection result for the proposed check polytope projection
algorithm and the bisection projection algorithm for different values of input
dimension and Imax.

should not be limited to a small number of iterations. The proposed projection

algorithm needs enough iterations to converge, and a too-small iteration number will

degrade the FER performance. For the simulated range, Imax = 30 and Imax = 40

are sufficient for C2 and C3 − C6, respectively.

It has been reported in [47] that the proposed iterative projection algorithm takes

a long time to converge. The authors came up with the idea of using the bisection

search algorithm to find the difference coefficient s. The lower bound and the upper

bound they used are 0 and (mini∈V vi − maxj∈V c vj)/2, respectively, where V is the

indices set corresponding to the assistant hyperplane. Inspired by this bisection idea,

here we propose to use (θTu−p)/d and (θTv−p)/d as the lower bound and the upper

bound of the difference coefficient, respectively. Our lower bound is tighter, and the

calculation of the upper bound is simpler. In Fig. 3.6, we show the mean square error

(MSE) of the projection result for the proposed projection algorithm and the proposed

bisection projection algorithm for different values of input dimension and Imax. It

can be seen that for the same input dimension, the MSE of the bisection projection

algorithm drops faster than that of the iterative projection algorithm. Specifically,
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the MSE of the bisection projection algorithm with 10 iterations is similar or less

than that of the iterative projection algorithm with 40 iterations for input dimension

(check node degree) larger than 9. With the increase of the input dimension, it can

be clearly observed that the MSE becomes smaller for the same Imax.

It should be noted that in the implementation of the bisection projection al-

gorithm, we divide the input points into two classes as the CSA-based projec-

tion algorithm and the bisection framework is only activated for the case where

Π[0,1]d(v) /∈ PPd. The bisection projection algorithm is more appealing in terms of its

fast convergence speed, while regarding the hardware implementation, the proposed

iterative projection algorithm has an advantage.

3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we proposed an iterative check polytope projection algorithm to re-

duce the complexity of ADMM decoding of LDPC codes. The proposed projection

algorithm converges with the increase of iterations. Contrary to the existing projec-

tion algorithms, the proposed algorithm avoids sorting operations and only involves

simple arithmetic operations. The average complexity and the worst-case complex-

ity of the proposed algorithm are both linear in the input dimension. This is in

comparison with the complexity introduced by the sorting operation in the previ-

ous projection algorithms. Moreover, avoiding sorting operations enables efficient

hardware implementation of ADMM decoding and boosts the potential for deploying

the ADMM decoder in reality. Simulation results show that the proposed projection

algorithm can achieve a similar FER performance with the accurate projection algo-

rithm. Although the proposed projection algorithm is convergent, it may take more

than 30 iterations for the projection algorithm to maintain the same FER perfor-

mance. Therefore, a bisection framework is used to accelerate the convergence speed

of the proposed algorithm. The upper bound and the lower bound of the difference

coefficient are derived based on the same proposition used in the iterative projection

algorithm.



Chapter 4

Reduced-Complexity Node-Wise

Scheduling

The ADMM decoding algorithm can be seen as an iterative message-passing algorithm

performed over Tanner graphs [33]. For message-passing algorithms, the scheduling

of messages plays an important in the convergence of the algorithm. The message

scheduling schemes are intensively investigated for BP decoders. Therefore, it is pos-

sible to apply the scheduling schemes proposed for BP decoders on ADMM decoding.

The layered scheduling, proposed in [53] for the BP decoder, was applied to ADMM

decoding recently [33]. It is well known that the informed dynamic scheduling con-

verges faster than the layered scheduling for BP decoding [57]. This motivates us to

investigate the informed dynamic scheduling for ADMM decoders.

In this chapter, we first review the scheduling schemes for BP decoders, especially

the informed dynamic scheduling schemes in Section 4.1. Then we apply the node-

wise scheduling to the ADMM decoder in Section 4.2. We simplify the calculation of

the message residual and propose a reduced-complexity node-wise scheduling scheme

in Section 4.3. The computational complexities of the proposed algorithm and other

algorithms are analyzed in Section 4.4. The simulation results are given in Section

4.5.

4.1 Scheduling Schemes for BP Decoders

The flooding scheme updates all check node messages or all variable node messages

in one iteration, which involves a significant number of unimportant updating oper-

ations. Apart from this, the newly updated check (variable) node messages cannot

36
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be used in the current iteration. In contrast, sequential scheduling schemes with a

fixed order of message updating are shown to converge twice as fast as the flooding

scheduling [52–54] for BP decoders. In these algorithms, the latest available messages

can be used in the current iteration.

Later, the informed dynamic scheduling based on message residuals is investigated

to further improve BP decoders’ convergence rate [57]. In this scheme, the message

updating order is determined by the dynamic change of messages, namely the message

residual, throughout the decoding process. The message with the largest residual

plays the most important role in making the algorithm converge and will be updated

first.

Since then, a number of advanced dynamic selection strategies based on informed

dynamic scheduling have been proposed [55, 56, 58–61]. If only the message with

the maximum residual is updated, the scheduling scheme is called the edge-based

residual scheduling, such as [57, 59]. If all messages of the variable (check) node

with the maximum residual are updated, the scheduling scheme is called the node-

wise residual scheduling, such as [57]. The scheduling schemes can also be classified

according to the types of the messages residuals used as the metric, namely the

variable-to-check residuals in [55,58,60,61] and the check-to-variable residuals in [57].

4.2 Node-Wise Scheduling for ADMM Decoders

We note that there are two differences between the ADMM the BP decoders. Firstly,

for ADMM decoders, the messages sent from a variable node to different check nodes

are the same, while for BP decoders, these messages are different. Secondly, the mes-

sages sent from a check node to different variable nodes are calculated simultaneously

for ADMM decoders. These messages are calculated independently by BP decoders.

The first difference implies that the scheduling based on variable-to-check residuals

is not suitable for ADMM decoders. This is because all the neighboring check nodes

of the variable node with maximum residual should be updated. In contrast, for the

BP decoder, only one of the neighboring check nodes is considered. The updating

of several check nodes increase the complexity burden for the ADMM decoder. The

second difference suggests that we should use node-wise scheduling for the ADMM

decoder instead of using the edge-based residuals.
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From the discussion, we propose the node-wise scheduling ADMM decoders (NS-

ADMM) based on the check-to-variable message residual. The residual corresponding

to each check node cj is defined as

r(cj) = max
i∈Nc(j)

∣∣Lnewj→i − Loldj→i
∣∣, (4.1)

where Lnewj→i denotes the candidate message waiting to be propagated in the current

iteration and Loldj→i denotes the message that has been propagated in the last iteration.

Let Lj denote the messages of Lj→i with i ∈ Nc(j). The calculation of r(cj) at the

(k + 1)-th iteration is shown as follows:

Algorithm 2 Calculating the residual r(cj)

Input: updated variable node messages xk+1 at the current iteration
Lagrange multipliers λkj at the previous iteration
check node message Lk

j stored in advance at the previous iteration
Output: the residual r(cj)

1: Compute zk+1
j = ΠPPdj

(
Pjx

k+1 + λkj

)
2: Compute λk+1

j = Pjx
k+1 + λkj − zk+1

j

3: Compute Lk+1
j = zk+1

j − λk+1
j

4: r(cj) = max
i∈Nc(j)

∣∣Lk+1
j→i − Lkj→i

∣∣
The scheduling steps of the NS-ADMM are described as follows. Firstly, the

residuals corresponding to each check node are calculated. Suppose the maximum

residual is attained at cm, the following three steps need to be done: (1) check-to-

variable message update: generate and propagate the message passed from check

node cm to its neighboring variable nodes; (2) variable-to-check message update:

for each neighboring variable node vp of cm, generate and propagate the message

passed from vp to its neighboring check nodes; (3) recalculate the corresponding

residuals when the variable-to-check message is updated for all check nodes cq with

q ∈ Nv(p), ∀p ∈ Nc(m). The NS-ADMM decoding is formally described in Algorithm

3. The stopping rule can be similar to that in [33] or uses the early termination

scheme based on the property of LDPC codes such as HxT = 0.
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Algorithm 3 NS-ADMM decoding for LDPC codes

1: Initialization: zj ← 0, λj ← 0, count = 0.
2: Compute x based on γ
3: Compute all residuals r(cj) using Algorithm 2
4: Find m = argmax

j∈J
r(cj)

5: Compute zm ← ΠPPdm

(
Pmx + λm

)
6: Compute λm ← λm + Pmx− zm
7: Generate and propagate Lm→p for all p ∈ Nc(m)
8: Set r(cm)=0
9: for each variable node vp ∈ Nc(m) do

10: Generate and propagate Lp→q for all q ∈ Nv(p)
11: for each check node cq ∈ Nv(p)\cm do
12: Compute r(cq) based on Algorithm 2
13: end for
14: end for
15: count = count+ 1
16: if count is less than the maximum number of iterations then
17: if Stopping rule is not satisfied then
18: go to Line 4.
19: end if
20: end if

4.3 Reduced-Complexity NS-ADMM

To obtain residuals for the NS-ADMM decoding, we need to compute zj by calling

the check polytope projection which is a time-consuming operation in the ADMM

decoder. To reduce the computational complexity, we propose a simple approximation

method to calculate the residual. Suppose we are calculating the residual of check

node cj at the (k + 1)th iteration. Let wk+1
j = Pjx

k+1 + λkj . Then the difference

between Lk+1
j and Lk

j can be calculated as follows:

Lk+1
j − Lk

j =
(
zk+1
j − λk+1

j

)
−
(
zkj − λkj

)
=

(
zk+1
j − zkj

)
−
(
λk+1
j − λkj

)
=

(
zk+1
j − zkj

)
−
(
wk+1
j − zk+1

j −wk
j + zkj

)
= 2

(
zk+1
j − zkj

)
−
(
wk+1
j −wk

j

)
= 2

[
ΠPPdj

(
wk+1
j

)
− ΠPPdj

(
wk
j

)]
−
(
wk+1
j −wk

j

)
. (4.2)
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As will be justified below, we now assume that the order of the point-wise dif-

ference between the given two vectors is preserved when the projection operation is

applied to these two vectors separately. It means that in (4.2) the order of elements

in wk+1
j −wk

j is the same as the order of elements in ΠPPdj

(
wk+1
j

)
−ΠPPdj

(
wk
j

)
. Note

that in the NS-ADMM algorithm we only need to find the maximum residual of the

check nodes, and it is not necessary to calculate the exact value of residuals. There-

fore, we can use wk+1
j −wk

j to approximate ΠPPdj

(
wk+1
j

)
−ΠPPdj

(
wk
j

)
in (4.2). Then

we have

Lk+1
j − Lk

j ≈ 2
(
wk+1
j −wk

j

)
−
(
wk+1
j −wk

j

)
= wk+1

j −wk
j . (4.3)

Finally, the residual r(cj) can be obtained as the largest absolute value of the

components in wk+1
j − wk

j . By inspecting Algorithm 3, the residual calculation can

be simplified further as follows. When computing the residual r(cq) in Line 12 of

Algorithm 3 based on (4.3), all the variable-to-check messages Lv→q, v ∈ Nc(q) are

unchanged except for Lp→q if the Tanner graph does not have 4-cycles. This implies

that only one component in Pqx is changed. Thus wk+1
q − wk

q has only one non-

zero component which is associated with vp. The absolute value of this non-zero

component is the residual. In a word, the residual calculation based on (4.3) using

vector subtraction followed by a maximum operation is reduced by simple scalar

calculations. The ADMM decoder with the reduced-complexity node-wise scheduling

is denoted by RC-NS-ADMM.

The assumption we used to derive (4.3) does not strictly hold. To see this, we

define an event Ψ to represent the event that the index of the maximum element in

ΠPPdj

(
wk+1
j

)
−ΠPPdj

(
wk
j

)
is equal to the index of the maximum element in wk+1

j −wk
j .

Then we use the Monte Carlo simulation to estimate the probability Pr(Ψ) for the

NS-ADMM decoding. Fig. 4.1 shows the estimated values of Pr(Ψ) for four LDPC

codes at different Eb/N0 values over the AWGN channel. It can be seen that the

estimated values of Pr(Ψ) for all the simulated LDPC codes are close to 90% as

Eb/N0 increases. From the perspective of selecting the maximum residual in the

NS-ADMM, the results in Fig. 4.1 implies that the proposed method becomes more

reliable to approximate the residual calculation as Eb/N0 increases.
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Figure 4.1: Empirical results for the estimated values of Pr(Ψ) for four LDPC codes
at different Eb/N0 values over the AWGN channel.

4.4 Computational Complexity Analysis

For NS-ADMM and RC-NS-ADMM decoding of an LDPC code with n variable nodes

and m check nodes, one iteration includes m executions of the procedure Lines 4-

14 in Algorithm 3. The complexity of the proposed method is evaluated by two

parts: the message updates and the residual calculations. The message updates are

analyzed by evaluating the number of updating operations for x, z and λ. The residual

calculations are analyzed by evaluating the number of addition/subtractions (noted

additions) and the number of projections. Let the average degree of variable and check

nodes be dv and dc, respectively. Table 4.1 shows the number of message updates

and residual calculations per iteration for four scheduling schemes. The number of

message updates for the four schemes is clear. It should be noted that one update

of x involves dv + 1 additions, 1 multiplication and 1 projection onto interval [0, 1]

based on (2.24) when the LP model is used. One update of z involves dc additions

and 1 polytope projection. One update of λ involves 2dc additions. For the residual

calculations, one execution of the procedure Lines 4-14 in Algorithm 3 needs dv(dc−1)

residual calculations. For the NS-ADMM, one residual calculation needs one check
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Table 4.1: Complexity comparison of message updates and residual calculations per
iteration for different scheduling schemes

Scheduling schemes
for message updates for residual calculations

xi updates z updates λ updates comparisons additions projections

flooding-ADMM n m m 0 0 0

layered-ADMM mdc m m 0 0 0

NS-ADMM mdc m m m− 1 + dv(dc − 1)2 4mdvdc(dc − 1) mdv(dc − 1)

RC-NS-ADMM mdc m m m− 1 2mdv(dc − 1) 0

polytope projection and four vector additions with length dc. For the RC-NS-ADMM,

one residual calculation needs two additions. For comparisons, Line 4 in Algorithm 3

needs m− 1 comparisons. For the NS-ADMM, each residual calculation needs dc− 1

comparisons. While for the RC-NS-ADMM, the residual calculation does not need

comparisons. It should be noted that the check polytope projection operation also

involves some basic arithmetic operations based on the implementation.

From Table 4.1 we mainly want to show that the RC-NS-ADMM saves all check

polytope projections and a large number of additions used in the NS-ADMM. Com-

pared to the layered-ADMM, the RC-NS-ADMM needs extra comparisons and addi-

tions for residual calculation, but the number of extra operations is at a reasonable

level. For example, the total number of additions implicitly involved in the updates

of xi, z and λ is mdc(dv + 4). Furthermore, the RC-NS-ADMM converges several

times faster than the layered-ADMM as shown in the next section. This will reduce

the total number of operations in the whole iterations.

4.5 Simulation Results

We use the (576,288) rate-0.5 code C1 from the IEEE 802.16e standard. To accelerate

simulations, all the ADMM decoders use over-relaxation and early termination. The

over-relaxation parameter is set to 1.9 [33]. The ADMM decoder used here is actu-

ally the ADMM VN-penalized decoder with `1 penalty terms [66]. The Lagrangian

parameter µ and the penalty coefficient α are optimized, and we choose µ = 4.0 and

α = 0.8.

Fig. 4.2 shows the FER performances of C1 versus the number of iterations for

ADMM decoders with different scheduling schemes. It can be seen that the con-

vergence behavior of RC-NS-ADMM is similar to that of NS-ADMM, although the
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Figure 4.2: FER performance of C1 vs. number of iterations under ADMM decoders
with various scheduling schemes at Eb/N0=2.8 dB.

inaccurate calculation of the check node message residual is used. The convergence

rate for the RC-NS-ADMM is much faster than that for the flooding and the layered

scheduling. The reason behind this is that the informed dynamic scheduling strategy

used in the RC-NS-ADMM focuses on the part of the Tanner graph that has not

converged [57].

Fig. 4.3 shows FER performances of ADMM decoder with various scheduling

schemes when the maximum number of iterations is set to 20. It can be seen that

the performance gap between NS-ADMM and flooding-ADMM or layered-ADMM

increases with the value of Eb/N0. This is because, in general, the ADMM algorithm

requires enough iterations to converge [34]. At low Eb/N0 values, the error frames can

not be corrected by all the decoders within 20 iterations. While at high Eb/N0 values,

some frames that can not be corrected by the flooding-ADMM or layered-ADMM

within 20 iterations can be corrected by the NS-ADMM due to its faster convergence

rates. The FER of the proposed NS-ADMM is improved by more than two orders

of magnitude at 4.0 dB compared with the flooding-ADMM scheme. Moreover, the

performances of NS-ADMM and RC-NS-ADMM are closer at high Eb/N0 values.

This can be explained by Fig. 4.1 where the probability of the two decoders selecting
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Figure 4.3: FER performance of C1 vs. Eb/N0 under ADMM decoders with various
scheduling schemes. The maximum number of iterations is set to 20.

the same update nodes increases as Eb/N0 increases.

We also compare the average number of iterations for different schemes in Fig.

4.4. It can be seen that the average number of iterations for RC-NS-ADMM is

about 2.3 times less than the layered-ADMM and 3.5 times less than the flooding-

ADMM as Eb/N0 increases. In particular, when Eb/N0 = 4.0 dB, the average number

of iterations is 2.0 for the RC-NS-ADMM, while it is 4.5 for the layered-ADMM.

Combined with the complexity analysis in Section 4.4, it means that the RC-NS-

ADMM saves 2.5mdc updating operations for x, 2.5m updating operations for z and

2.5m updating operations for λ at the cost of 4mdv(dc − 1) additions and 2(m − 1)

comparisons. Compared with the complexity of the check polytope projection in the

updating operation of z, the extra computation of residuals for the RC-NS-ADMM

is acceptable.
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Figure 4.4: Average number of iterations of C1 under ADMM decoders with various
scheduling schemes at different Eb/N0.

4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we study the node-wise scheduling of the ADMM decoder and propose

a reduced-complexity node-wise scheduling scheme, i.e., RC-NS-ADMM, for ADMM

decoding of LDPC codes. Simulations show that the RC-NS-ADMM performs simi-

larly to the NS-ADMM in terms of convergence rate and FER performance. Mean-

while, the proposed method converges significantly faster than flooding scheduling

and layered scheduling.



Chapter 5

ADMM CN-Penalized Decoder

Although preserving advantages over BP decoders, the error correction performance

of the ADMM decoder is not comparable to BP decoders, especially in the low SNR

region. In order to improve the error correction performance of ADMM decoding

at low SNR values, penalty terms were added to the objective function of the LP

decoding model to penalize the pseudo-codewords. All previous ADMM penalized

decoding algorithms [66–68] penalize the invalid solutions from the aspect of the

variable nodes and are referred to ADMM VN-penalized decoders.

In this chapter, we first review the ADMM VN-penalized decoder in Section 5.1.

Then, in Section 5.2, we propose the ADMM CN-penalized decoder, whose penalty

terms are related to the check nodes. Descriptions of functions that can be used as the

CN-penalty terms are present, and several examples are given. The convergence con-

clusion and the all-zero assumption of the ADMM CN-penalized decoding algorithm

are proved. We analyze the computational complexities of the proposed algorithm

with different penalty functions and other algorithms in Section 5.3. The instanton

analysis method is introduced in Section 5.4. Simulation results are given in Section

5.5.

5.1 ADMM VN-Penalized Decoder

Simulation results show that the ADMM decoder suffers poor FER performance in

the low SNR region. It produces non-integral solutions (pseudo-codewords) when it

fails to recover the transmitted codeword. Since the ADMM decoder always finds

solutions in the feasible region with the minimum objective function value, we know

that the pseudo-codeword has a smaller objective function value than the codewords.

46
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Thus, in [66], the authors introduced an ADMM penalized decoding model to suppress

the pseudo-codewords. Penalty functions with respect to variable nodes are added to

the objective function of the ADMM decoding model as follows:

minimize γTx +
∑n

i h(xi)

subject to Pjx = zj, ∀j ∈ J ,

zj ∈ PPdj , ∀j ∈ J ,

(5.1)

where h(xi) is the penalty function with respect to xi. The penalty function is an in-

creasing function on [0, 0.5) and symmetric about 0.5. For xi closer to 0.5, the penalty

function value is larger. This ensures that solutions closer to point 0.5 have a larger

penalty than solutions with all binary components. Due to the extra cost of penalty

functions, fractional solutions are penalized and integer solutions are preferred.

It should be noted that the objective function of (5.1) is not linear anymore.

Therefore, the convergence guarantee derived from the LP model does not hold any-

more. However, the ADMM technique can still be applied to solve (5.1) and obtain

a local minimum efficiently. Moreover, this model still preserves the important ML

Certificate property.

To solve (5.1), we first need to obtain its augmented Lagrangian. The updating

rules of f(x), zj and λj can be obtained by solving (2.16), (2.17) and (2.18). It can be

verified that for different objective functions in (5.1), the updating rules of zj and λj

do not change. The change of the objective function only impacts the updating rule

of xi. Generally, for any objective function f(x), the update of xi in the (k + 1)-th

iteration is the root of the following equation:

xi =
1

di

 ∑
j∈Nv(i)

(zkj(i) − λkj(i))−
1

µ

∂f(xk)

∂xi

, (5.2)

in which xi is the unknown variable, and ∂f(xk)
∂xi

is the partial derivative of f(x) with

respect to xi calculated with the elements of x (except for xi) in the k-th iteration.

Then the calculated value of xi is projected into the interval [0, 1]. For the case where

multiple roots for (5.2) exist, the farthest root from 0.5 can be used because binary

values are preferred. Interested readers are encouraged to refer to [34] and [66].

The `1, `2 and log penalty functions were proposed in [66], namely h1(x) =
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−α|x − 0.5|, h2(x) = −α(x − 0.5)2 and h3(x) = −α log(|x − 0.5|), where α is called

the penalty coefficient and is determined in advance by simulations. Experiments

show that decoding with the h2(x) penalty function achieves a relatively better error

correction performance, and its average decoding time is also less than the other two.

Its updating rule for xi is

xk+1
i = Π[0,1]

1

di − 2α
µ

 ∑
j∈Nv(i)

(zkj(i) − λkj(i))−
γi
µ
− α

µ

. (5.3)

Later, Wang et al. proposed another penalty function which is a generalization

of h1(x) [68]. The penalty function is segmented, and each segment is in the form of

−αt|x − 0.5|, but with a different penalty coefficient. The segment boundaries and

the penalty coefficients for different segments are optimized by differential evolution.

As a result, xi in different segments will be penalized by a different function. The

penalty functions introduced in [66] and [68] are all based on variable nodes. We thus

term them as VN-penalty functions and refer to the decoding algorithms as ADMM

VN-penalized decoding algorithms.

The all-zero assumption holds for ADMM VN-penalized decoding algorithms. It

means the failure probability of the decoding algorithm is independent of the trans-

mitted codewords for symmetric channels. A revised proof of the all-zero assumption,

Theorem 6 of [66], is given in Appendix A.

5.2 ADMM CN-penalized Decoder

In this section, we propose a novel ADMM CN-penalized decoding model. The prop-

erties of the penalty functions that can be used as CN-penalty terms are given. The

convergence of the ADMM CN-penalized decoding algorithm and the validation of

the all-zero assumption are proved under these requirements. Several examples of the

CN-penalty functions and their updating rules are presented.

5.2.1 ADMM CN-Penalized Decoding Model

When the ADMM decoder fails to recover the transmitted codeword, the non-integer

components of pseudo-codewords are not the only characteristics that can be used to

increase the value of the objective function. We notice that some parity checks of the
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hard-decision values of the solution are non-zero. The proposed algorithm penalizes

the solutions which cannot satisfy all the parity-checks, so that the codeword will have

a larger chance of being selected. We add penalty terms to the objective function of

the ADMM decoding model as follows:

minimize γTx + α
∑m

j=1 g(Pjx)

subject to Pjx = zj, ∀j ∈ J ,

zj ∈ PPdj , ∀j ∈ J .

(5.4)

Inside (5.4), g(Pjx) is the penalty function corresponding to check node j and

α is the penalty coefficient. The penalty function takes variables corresponding to

the neighboring variable nodes of check node j as input. Here we do not use the

idea in [67] which assigns different penalty coefficients to check nodes with different

degrees, because the degree distribution of check nodes is usually not as rich as

variable nodes. The impact of using different penalty coefficients is rather small. In

order to be used as penalty terms, the CN-penalty function g(x) should have the

following properties:

1. g(x) should be able to take different number of arguments as input1;

2. g(x) = g(y), if x is a permutation of y;

3. g(x) = g(y), if x is a subvector of y and the other elements of y are zeros;

4. g(x) should be a monotonic function of each element of x over [0, 1];

5. Consider two vectors x and y, where an odd number of elements of x and

y satisfy yi = 1 − xi, and the rest of their elements satisfy yi = xi. Then,

g(x) + g(y) = a+ b, where a = g(0, 0) and b = g(0, 1);

6. g(x) is partially differentiable for each element in the interval [0, 1].

For irregular LDPC codes, the check node degree is not unique. The CN-penalty

functions should possess Property 1 to be able to take vectors of different dimensions

as input. Then the CN-penalty function can be used to penalize check nodes with

different degrees. Property 2 guarantees that the value of the penalty function will not

1In this thesis, we do not discuss the case where the number of arguments is equal to 1.
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be affected by the arguments’ order. We also note here functions with this property

are so-called symmetric functions. Property 3 indicates that taking more 0s as the

parameters of the CN-penalty function does not affect the value of the function. It

will be shown later that adding an even number of ones to the function input also

does not affect the value of the function. Property 4 only requires the function to be

monotonic with respect to each single variable. So for different variables, the function

can be monotonically increasing or decreasing. This property encourages solutions

that are close to 0 or 1 values. Property 5 defines a and b and the only requirement

on them is a 6= b. It means a and b can be any real numbers. Property 5 can be used

to derive the following important corollaries combined with the other properties.

Corollary 1. For a function g(x) satisfying Properties 1 to 5, and two vector x and

y of the same length, if there is an even number of elements satisfying yi = 1 − xi,
and the rest of the elements satisfy yi = xi, then g(x) = g(y).

Proof. Consider vectors x and y described in the corollary, and define a vector z from

x by changing an arbitrary element of x, say xi, to 1 − xi. By the construction of

z, there is only one element of z, i.e., zi = 1 − xi, that differs from the elements

of x. By Property 5, we thus have g(x) + g(z) = a + b. It can also be seen that

there are an odd number of elements of y and z that satisfy yi = 1− zi, and the rest

of their elements are the same. Again, by Property 5, g(y) + g(z) = a + b. From

g(x) + g(z) = g(y) + g(z) = a+ b, we conclude that g(x) = g(y).

Corollary 2. For a function g(x) satisfying Properties 1 to 5, all binary vectors with

even weights have the same function value a = g(0, 0), and all binary vectors with

odd weights have the same function value b = g(0, 1).

Proof. We consider two arbitrary binary vectors x and y, both with even (or odd)

weights and show that the function value is the same for both of them, and is thus

equal to g(0, 0) (or g(0, 1)). First, we consider a scenario where both vectors have

the same length. In this scenario, it is easy to see that regardless of whether the

vectors have even or odd weights, the condition of Corollary 1 is satisfied, i.e., an

even number of elements of x and y satisfy xi = 1− yi, and the rest satisfy xi = yi.

From Corollary 1, we thus have g(x) = g(y). For the second scenario where the two

vectors have different lengths, the shorter vector can be appended with zeros to make

the lengths equal. By Property 3, this does not change the value of the function. The

proof for this scenario will then be the same as that of the first scenario.
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Corollary 3. For a function g(x) satisfying Properties 1 to 5, the function values of

a vector with elements in [0, 1] is in the range [min(a, b),max(a, b)].

Proof. Suppose x = (x1, x2, x3, . . . , xn) is a vector with 0 ≤ xi ≤ 1, its function value

is bounded by g(0, x2, x3, . . . , xn) and g(1, x2, x3, . . . , xn) based on Property 4. The

smaller value is the lower bound, and the larger value is the upper bound. We also

know g(0, x2, x3, . . . , xn) is bounded by g(0, 0, x3, . . . , xn) and g(0, 1, x3, . . . , xn). So,

by recursion, g(x) is bounded by its values for two binary vectors. There are only two

possible function values for binary vectors, a and b, which are the function values of

the even weight binary vector and the odd weight binary vector, respectively. This

completes the proof.

As noted before, when the objective function of the LP model is changed, the

updating rule of xi changes while the updating rules of zj and λj remain the same.

In order to get the updating rules of xi in (5.4), we need to find the partial derivative

of g(Pjx) with respect to xi. If xi /∈ Nj,
∂g(Pjx)

∂xi
= 0 since variable node i is not a

neighbor of check node j and xi is not involved in Pjx. The updated value of xi in

this model is the root of the following equation

xi =
1

di

 ∑
j∈Nv(i)

(zkj(i) − λkj(i) −
α

µ

∂g(Pjx
k)

∂xi
)− γi

µ

, (5.5)

and then should be projected to the interval [0, 1].

Like [39], ADMM CN-penalized decoding can be expressed in the form of an iter-

ative message-passing algorithm, as described in Algorithm 4. Inside the algorithm,

we first initialize x with the hard decision values of the channel outputs and then

start the iteration. The updating of zj and λj can be considered as the updating of a

check node. For ADMM-based LP decoding, each check node receives its neighboring

variable node values and computes its outgoing messages Ek+1
j→i = zk+1

j(i) − λ
k+1
j(i) . For

ADMM CN-penalized (or VN-penalized) decoding, these outgoing messages are ad-

justed by adding the penalty information before they are passed to the neighboring

variable nodes. For each variable node, its value is updated based on the messages

from its neighboring check nodes and the channel output. The termination condition

of the algorithm is to reach the maximum number of iterations, and the output is the

value of x in the last iteration. The early termination (lines 15-18) can be option-

ally enabled, and the output would be the hard-decision of x if all parity-checks are
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satisfied by the hard-decision of x. The normally used termination condition which

requires the largest difference between Pjx
k+1 and zk+1

j less than a threshold is not

used here. This is because the computation introduces additional complexity, and

there is no guarantee of finding the global minimum even if this condition is satisfied.

Instead, we give the following convergence result.

Algorithm 4 ADMM CN-penalized decoding for LDPC codes

1: Construct the matrix Pj for each j ∈ J based on the parity-check matrix H .
2: Construct the log-likelihood vector γ based on the received vector y.
3: Initialize x0 with the hard-decision of y. Initialize λ0

j with the all-zero vector for
all j ∈ J . Initialize iteration number k = 0.

4: repeat
5: for all j ∈ J do
6: zk+1

j = ΠPPdj
(Pjx

k + λkj )

7: λk+1
j = λkj + (Pjx

k − zk+1
j )

8: for all i ∈ Nc(j) do

9: Ek+1
j→i = (zk+1

j(i) − λ
k+1
j(i) −

α
µ

∂g(Pjx
k)

∂xi
)

10: end for
11: end for
12: for all i ∈ I do
13: xk+1

i = Π[0,1]
1
di

(
∑

j∈Nv(i)(E
k+1
j→i −

γi
µ

)
14: end for
15: Assign the hard-decision of xk+1 to x̂
16: Calculate all parity-checks based on x̂
17: if all parity-checks are 0 then
18: return x̂
19: end if
20: k ← k + 1
21: until k ≥ Imax
22: return xk

Proposition 7. If the output of Algorithm 4 is integer, then it is a valid codeword.

Proof. For the implementation without considering early termination, this is true

because all integer solutions in the feasible region are valid codewords. For the im-

plementation with early termination enabled, some binary solution would be output

in advance if all parity-checks are satisfied. It means the binary output is a valid

codeword.
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Proposition 8. If the output of Algorithm 4 is a global minimum of (5.4) and is also

integer, then it is the ML solution.

Proof. Suppose the global minimum is x∗. For any other codeword c, we have

γTx∗ +
m∑
j=1

αg(Pjx
∗) ≤ γTc +

m∑
j=1

αg(Pjc). (5.6)

From Proposition 7, we know x∗ is also a codeword. Then Pjx
∗ and Pjc are all

binary vectors containing an even number of 1s for all j ∈ J . Corollary 2 shows

the values of penalty terms g(Pjx
∗) and g(Pjc) are the same. Therefore, we obtain

γTx∗ ≤ γTc, which means x∗ is an ML solution.

Theorem 2. If the channel is symmetric, then the probability that Algorithm 4 fails

to find the transmitted codeword is independent of the codeword that was transmitted.

Proof. See Appendix B.

5.2.2 Possible Penalty Functions

Three functions that can be used as the penalty function are given here.

1)

g1(x1, x2, . . . , xn) =

g1(g1(x1, x2, . . . , xn−1), xn), if n > 2

x1 + x2 − 2x1x2, if n = 2.
(5.7)

This function is described in a recursive way. It can be shown that it satisfies all the

requirements to be used as CN-penalty functions. If n = 2, this function is equivalent

to the XOR operation of two binary numbers because g1(1, 1) = g1(0, 0) = 0 and

g1(0, 1) = 1. For more than 2 binary parameters, this function still performs in the

same way as the XOR operation. For example, g1(0, 1, 0) = g1(g1(0, 1), 0) = 1 and

g1(0, 1, 0, 1) = g1(g1(g1(0, 1), 0), 1) = 0. Therefore, the XOR result of the neighboring

variable node values of check node j can be formulated as g1(Pjx). For any binary

vector with even weight as input, the function value is 0, and for any binary vector

with odd weight as input, the function value is 1. It can be verified that the function

value is larger than 0 and less than 1 for any other points in the range [0, 1]2. As

a result, the value of g1(Pjx) is zero for a satisfied check node and positive for an

unsatisfied check node. So the penalty coefficient should be positive to penalized the

non-codeword.
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In order to derive the updating rules of xi in (5.4) with CN-penalty function

g1(x), we need to find the partial derivative of g1(Pjx) with respect to xi. If xi ∈ Nj,

based on Property 2, we know g1(Pjx) = g1(g1(Pjx\xi), xi) = g1(Pjx\xi) + xi −
2g1(Pjx\xi)xi, where Pjx\xi indicates all components of Pjx except xi. Then it can

be derived
∂g1(Pjx)

∂xi
= 1−2g1(Pjx\xi). This combined with the equation g1(Pjx\xi) =

g1(Pjx)−xi
1−2xi

gives

∂g1(Pjx)

∂xi
=

2g1(Pjx)− 1

1− 2xi
. (5.8)

Let t = 2g1(Pjx
k)− 1, the updating equation for Ek+1

j→i in Algorithm 4 is

Ek+1
j→i = (zk+1

j(i) − λ
k+1
j(i) −

α

µ

t

1− 2xki
), (5.9)

where α is the penalty coefficient. The value of t can be reused for all variable nodes

connected to the same check node.

2)

g2(x1, x2, . . . , xn) =
n∏
i

(1− 2xi). (5.10)

This penalty function also satisfies all the requirements. For binary vectors con-

taining an even number of ones, the function value is 1. For binary vectors containing

an odd number of ones, the function value is -1. For a vector with components in

the range (0, 1), its function value is larger than -1 and less than 1. In order to add

the objective function value for solutions that cannot satisfy the parity-checks, the

penalty coefficient should be negative.

The updating rule of xi can also be derived based on Property 2. If xi ∈ Nj, we

have that g(Pjx) = g(g(Pjx\xi), xi) = g(Pjx\xi)(1− 2xi). Then

∂g(Pjx)

∂xi
= −2g(Pjx\xi) = −2

g(Pjx)

1− 2xi
. (5.11)

Let t = g(Pjx
k), the updating equation for Ek+1

j→i in Algorithm 4 is

Ek+1
j→i = (zk+1

j(i) − λ
k+1
j(i) +

α

µ

2t

1− 2xki
), (5.12)

where α is the penalty coefficient.

It can be verified that g2(x) = 1 − 2g1(x) for vectors of all dimensions. Suppose

α1 and α2 are the penalty coefficients for CN-penalty functions g1(x) and g1(x),
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respectively, we have γTx + α2

∑m
j=1 g2(Pjx) = γTx + α2

∑m
j=1(1 − 2g1(Pjx)) =

γTx+(−2α2)
∑m

j=1 g1(Pjx)+α2. Since the constant term α2 in the objective function

does not affect the decoding result, we conclude that the decoding performance of

(5.4) with CN-penalty function g1(x) and penalty coefficient α1 = −2α2 is the same

as that with CN-penalty function g2(x) and penalty coefficient α2.

3) For binary vectors, g1(x) is equivalent to the XOR operation. Since the binary

XOR operation is simple, we force the arguments of g1(x) to be binary by using the

hard decision value of x instead of x. The function g1(x) with binary arguments is

indicated by g3(x). Since g3(x) is not differentiable, we cannot derive the update rule

directly from it. The same update rule as g1(x) is used, but in a simpler form.

Let x̂ denote the hard-decision value of x. Then t′ = g1(Pjx̂) is the XOR of all

elements of Pjx̂. By replacing t in (5.9) with 1−2t′, we obtain the following updating

equation for Ej→i:

Ek+1
j→i =

llzk+1
j(i) − λ

k+1
j(i) −

α
µ
, if t′ ⊕ x̂i = 0

zk+1
j(i) − λ

k+1
j(i) + α

µ
, if t′ ⊕ x̂i = 1

, (5.13)

where α is the penalty coefficient and ⊕ is the XOR operation.

Inside the Algorithm 4, the hard-decision values of variables xk+1
i are obtained

in line 16. If we re-arrange Algorithm 4 and move the calculation of each parity-

check inside the update of each check node before line 6 we can re-use these available

calculation results.

5.3 Computational Complexity Analysis

The penalty terms introduce additional complexity to ADMM decoding. Here we

calculate and compare the number of extra computations introduced by the differ-

ent penalty functions in one iteration. For simplicity, the ADMM CN-penalized de-

coder with function g1(x), g2(x) and g3(x) are denoted by ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder,

ADMM-CNP-g2 decoder, and ADMM-CNP-g3 decoder, respectively. ADMM-VNP-

h1 decoder and ADMM-VNP-h2 decoder indicate the ADMM VN-penalized decoder

with function h1(x) and h2(x), respectively. We do not count the multiplication with

2 as a multiplication because it can be implemented by bit shifting.

For the ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder, the calculation of g1(Pjx) involves 2(dj − 1)
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ADMM-VNP-h1 ADMM-VNP-h2 ADMM-CNP-g1 ADMM-CNP-g2 ADMM-CNP-g3

comparison n 0 0 0
∑m

j=1 dj

addition n n
∑m

j=1(4dj − 1) + 1
∑m

j=1(3dj)
∑m

j=1 dj

multiplication 0 0
∑m

j=1(3dj − 1)
∑m

j=1(3dj − 1) 0

Table 5.1: Additional operation per iteration introduced by different penalty func-
tions.

additions and dj − 1 multiplications. Then t = 2g1(Pjx
k) − 1 involves 1 more ad-

dition. The outgoing check node messages Ek+1
j→i introduce 2dj extra additions and

2dj extra multiplications. Totally, there will be
∑m

j=1(4dj − 1) + 1 extra additions

and
∑m

j=1(3dj − 1) extra multiplications in one iteration of the decoding. For the

ADMM-CNP-g2 decoder, the calculation of t = g2(Pjx) involves dj additions and

dj − 1 multiplications. The updating of message Ek+1
j→i introduces 2dj extra addi-

tions and 2dj extra multiplications. Totally, there will be
∑m

j=1(3dj) extra additions

and
∑m

j=1(3dj − 1) extra multiplications in one iteration of the decoding. For the

ADMM-CNP-g3 decoder, the calculation of t is already available and therefore, does

not require any more operations. Most of the extra addition and multiplication opera-

tions are replaced by binary XOR operations which can be implemented efficiently. As

a result, there is only
∑m

j=1 dj additional addition operations and
∑m

j=1 dj comparison

operations remaining in one iteration of the decoding. For the ADMM VN-penalized

decoding in [66], the h1 penalty terms introduce n addition operations and n compari-

son operations in one iteration. The h2 penalty terms introduce n addition operations

and 0 multiplication operations in one iteration.

All the information is summarized in Table 5.1. It shows that the ADMM-CNP-g2

decoder is simpler than the ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder while maintaining the same error

correction performance. The ADMM-CNP-g3 decoder does not require multiplication

and is much simpler than the ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder. It also shows that ADMM

CN-penalty functions generally are more complex than the ADMM VN-penalty func-

tions. The high complexity comes from the fact that a single variable node will be

involved in all penalty terms corresponding to its neighboring check nodes. In the

simulation results section, it will be shown the higher complex brings better error

correction performance.
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5.4 Instanton Analysis

The error correction performance of LDPC codes at high SNR values is difficult to

be obtained by Monte Carlo simulations because of the massive amount of calcula-

tions and limited computational resources. Different methods have been proposed

to estimate the FER performance at high SNR values, such as importance sam-

pling [101, 102], and the linear state-space model [103]. They are all based on the

knowledge of trapping sets which are small structures in the Tanner graph of the

LDPC code that lead the decoder to be trapped and fail to decode. Contrarily,

another technique, called instanton analysis, was introduced in [91]. The authors

borrowed the idea from physics and defined instantons of error correction codes as

the set of most probable noise configurations which lead to decoding failures. In-

stantons contribute the most decoding errors at high SNR values. Therefore, the

minimum norm of the instantons can be used to predict the slope of the FER curve

at high SNR values [104,105]. More specifically, the FER curve can be approximated

by

exp(−‖ins‖2
2s

2/2), (5.14)

where ins is the instanton with the minimum norm for a given decoder and s2 is

the SNR value on a linear scale. This approximation can be more accurate if the

multiplicity and the curvature factor of the instantons are counted. However, the

study of the curvature factor is not conducted in the literature. So it would not be

considered here. As pointed in [105], one may assume that the multiplicity is equal

to 1. Therefore, the slope of (5.14) gives a reasonable estimation of the slope of the

FER curve.

Several algorithms have been proposed to find the instantons. For example, the

general amoeba algorithm was used in [91]. It can be generalized to different channels

and decoders. An efficient pseudo-codeword and instanton search algorithm for LP

decoding in the AWGN channel was proposed in [106] based on the theoretical relation

between the instanton and the decoder output. The instanton search algorithm for

LP decoding in the binary symmetric channel was proposed in [107]. Two instanton

search algorithms for the ADMM VN-penalized decoder was presented in [66].

Here we briefly introduce the instanton search algorithm ISA-PD in [66] which

tries to solve an optimization problem. Assuming that the all-zero codeword is trans-

mitted, the channel noise is n, and the output of the ADMM VN-penalized decoder
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is w, we conclude that w must have the less objective value than all the other points

in the feasible region of the ADMM VN-penalized decoding model, including the

transmitted all-zero codeword. This implies the inequality γ(n)Tw +
∑

i h(wi) ≤
γ(n)T0 + nh(0), where γ(n) is the LLR vector with respect to the channel noise n.

The term γ(n)T0 in the right-hand side can be dropped since its value is always 0.

Searching for an instanton is to find the noise configuration leading to a decoding

error with the minimum norm. Therefore, the optimization model is

minimize ||n||22

subject to γ(n)Tw +
∑n

i=1 h(wi) ≤ ng(0).
(5.15)

For a non-zero output w of the ADMM VN-penalized decoder, this model gives

the minimum noise configuration n which can lead the decoder to conclude w has a

less or equal objective value than the all-zero codeword. Therefore, vector n can result

in a decoding error and is the candidate of the instanton. Then this vector n will

be used as the channel noise and applied to the transmitted all-zero code to generate

a new channel output. The ADMM VN-penalized decoder will decode this channel

output. This usually results in a non-zero result closer to the all-zero codeword than

w. The new decoding result can be used to find the noise configuration leading to

this decoding result based on the same model. These steps are conducted iteratively,

and the noise configuration searched in each iteration will be recorded. In the end,

the noise configuration with the minimum norm will be output as the instanton. The

result of this iterative searching procedure is related to the first non-zero output of the

decoder. Therefore, this procedure should be repeated multiple times with different

initialization.

Based on the similar ISA-PD instanton searching framework, we derive an instan-

ton search algorithm for the ADMM CN-penalized decoder. We solve the following

optimization problem:

minimize ||n||22

subject to γ(n)Tw +
∑m

j=1 αg(Pjw) ≤ αmg(0).
(5.16)

Similarly, we assume that the all-zero codeword is transmitted, the channel noise

is n and the output of the ADMM CN-penalized decoder is w. The constraint of the

model is derived from the fact that the objective value of the ADMM CN-penalized
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decoding model for a decoding output w is less than or equal to that for the all-zero

codeword. For the AWGN channel with BPSK modulation, the received symbol is

yi = 1 + ni because symbol 0 is transmitted. The noise component with a positive

value increases the reliability of transmitting a 0 and would not contribute to the

decoding error. Therefore, we constrain the noise to be negative. Equivalently, to be

consistent with [66], we use ni ≥ 0 and yi = 1 − ni. Then for the AWGN channel

with noise covariance σ2, the LLR vector is γ(n) = 2
σ2 (1−n) when all-zero codeword

is transmitted.

The Lagrangian for this model is

L = ||n||22 + λ

(
γ(n)Tw + α

m∑
j=1

g(Pjw)− αmg(0)

)
. (5.17)

By making the partial derivatives of L with respect to n and λ equal to 0, we obtain

the equations 2n− 2λ
σ2 w = 0

2
σ2 (1− n)Tw + α

∑m
j=1 g(Pjw)− αmg(0) = 0.

(5.18)

By solving these equations, the solution to (5.16) is

n∗ = w

(
1

‖w‖2
2

[
‖w‖1 −

ασ2

2

(
mg(0)−

m∑
j=1

g(Pjw)

)])
. (5.19)

The whole instanton search algorithm for the ADMM CN-penalized decoder is

summarized in Algorithm 5. Three points should be emphasized, like in [66]. Firstly,

after obtaining n∗, we have to find the smallest scaling factor α such that the decoder

fails with noise αn∗ because n∗ is an approximation of the noise configuration. The

decoder can still fail because of a noise vector with a smaller norm. Secondly, the

instanton search algorithm for the ADMM CN-penalized decoder may not converge.

The norm of the instanton is not necessarily decreased with the iterations. So we

only use the maximum number of iterations as the termination condition. Lastly, the

algorithm should be run enough times with different initialization to obtain statistics

on instantons for the ADMM CN-penalized decoders.
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Algorithm 5 Instanton search algorithm for the ADMM CN-penalized decoder

1: Initialize a noise vector n0 sufficiently large that the ADMM CN-penalized de-
coder fails.

2: Choose the maximum number of iterations allowed T .
3: ins = n0

4: for all k = 1, 2, . . . , T do
5: Let wk−1 be the output of the decoder when decoding the noise vector nk−1

6: Obtain n∗ by (5.19) given wk−1

7: Search for the smallest scaling factor α such that the decoder fails with noise
αn∗

8: nk = αn∗

9: if ‖nk‖2
2 < ‖ins‖2

2 then
10: ins = nk

11: end if
12: end for
13: return ins

5.5 Simulation Results

In this section, we first show the effects of the different parameters in ADMM CN-

penalized decoding. Then we present the FER performance for our proposed ADMM

CN-penalized decoders and compare them with other decoders. Last, we conduct

experiments on instanton and give the instanton analysis on the FER performance

for the proposed decoder at high SNR values. All simulations are performed over the

AWGN channel with BPSK modulation. All points of the FER curves are obtained

by collecting 100 errors. As we conclude before, the decoding performance of the

ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder with penalty coefficient α1 is the same as the ADMM-CNP-

g2 decoder with a penalty coefficient α2 if α1 = −2α2. Since the penalty coefficient of

g1(x) is positive, which is better for the comparison with the ADMM VN-penalized

decoder, the ADMM-CNP-g2 decoder will not be simulated here although it is simpler

than the ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder.

5.5.1 Selection of Parameters

Several parameters are involved in the ADMM CN-penalized decoder. They include

the Lagrangian coefficient µ, the penalty coefficient α, and the maximum number

of iterations Imax. The code we used here is the (576, 288) code C1 from the IEEE

802.16e standard [4].
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Figure 5.1: FER performance of C1 under the ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder plotted as
a function of parameter µ, the Lagrangian parameter.
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Figure 5.2: Average number of iterations of C1 under the ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder
plotted as a function of parameter µ, the Lagrangian parameter.
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Figure 5.3: FER performance of C1 under the ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder plotted as
a function of α, the penalty parameter.

In Fig. 5.1, we plot the FER performance of C1 as a function of the Lagrangian

coefficient µ for the ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder. The penalty coefficient α is 0.4. For

Imax = 100, the two curves show that the performance of the decoder is stable for

µ ≥ 2.5. For Imax = 1000, the FER of the decoder is decreased sharply before µ = 1.5

and starts to increase for µ ≥ 3.8. We also plot the average number of iterations as a

function of µ for the ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder in Fig. 5.2. It shows that for different

Imax and Eb/N0 values, the average decoding time should be almost the same if

µ ≥ 1.5. Since g3(x) is actually a special case of g1(x) with binary arguments, their

sensitivity to different parameters are similar. So they should share the same penalty

coefficient. The same experiments on the ADMM-CNP-g3 decoder verify this. We

will not show the simulation curves and emphasis this conclusion again. In the end,

we choose 2.8 as the optimal value of µ for C1.

In Fig. 5.3, we plot the FER performance of C1 as a function of the penalty

coefficient α for the ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder. For different Imax and Eb/N0 values,

all curves show that the FER of the decoder decreases first and then start to increase.

Two points should be noted. Firstly, for the smaller Imax, the performance of the

decoder is more sensitive to the penalty coefficient, and the optimal range is usually
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Figure 5.4: FER performance of C1 under the ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder plotted as
a function of Imax, the maximum number of iterations.

smaller. Secondly, for the smaller Imax, the optimal value of the penalty coefficient

α is smaller. In sum, the optimal value of α should be around [0.4, 0.45] for C1 and

we choose 0.4. For C1, there are only two different check node degree 6 and 7. This

limits the performance gain if we assign different penalty coefficients for check nodes

with different degrees.

In Figs. 5.1 and 5.3, the effect of the number of maximum iterations Imax has

already been shown for low Eb/N0 values. Obviously, the larger Imax improves the

FER performance. In Fig. 5.4, we give the FER performance of C1 for the ADMM-

CNP-g1 decoder with different Imax at higher Eb/N0 values. It shows the performance

gap decreases with the increasing Eb/N0. Only around half of the errors can be further

corrected if Imax is increased from 100 to 1000 at 3.8 dB. We can conclude that the

maximum number of iterations Imax has a larger effect on the FER performance when

the Eb/N0 is small.
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Figure 5.5: FER performance of C1 under the proposed ADMM CN-penalized de-
coders and other decoders.

5.5.2 FER Performance

In this part, we present the simulation result of the proposed ADMM CN-penalized

decoders with optimized parameters. The ADMM-LP decoding in [33], the ADMM

VN-penalized decoding with h2(x) penalty terms in [66] and the Sum-Product decod-

ing are used here to make a comparison. For a fair comparison, the maximum number

of iterations is selected to be 100 for all algorithms. The over-relaxation coefficient is

set to 1.9 for ADMM (penalized) decoding algorithms, and the Lagrangian parameter

µ is set to the same number for all three ADMM (penalized) decoding algorithms.

Fig. 5.5 shows the FER performance of C1 for the different decoders. The La-

grangian parameter µ is set to 2.8. The penalty coefficient for the ADMM-VNP-h2 de-

coder is α = 1.9. The penalty coefficient for the two proposed ADMM-CNP decoders

is α = 0.4. It can be seen that the ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder improves the perfor-

mance of the ADMM-LP decoder by more than two orders of magnitude when Eb/N0

is larger than 2.6 dB and less than 3.6 dB. The improvement is still more than one

order of magnitude for Eb/N0 as large as 4.2 dB. Compared with the ADMM-VNP-h2

decoder, our proposed ADMM-CN-penalized decoder has a better performance at all
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Figure 5.6: FER performance of C7 code under the proposed ADMM CN-penalized
decoders and other decoders.

Eb/N0 values. The simplified ADMM-CNP-g3 decoder has inferior performance, but

still outperforms the ADMM-VNP-h2 decoder. Despite its poor performance at low

Eb/N0, ADMM-LP decoder has a sharper slope at high Eb/N0 than all three ADMM

penalized decoders, which indicates it may have better performance at high Eb/N0

values.

Fig. 5.6 shows the FER performance of the (1152, 864) code C7 from the IEEE

802.16e standard [4] under the different decoders. The Lagrangian parameter µ is

set to 2.8. The penalty coefficient for the ADMM-VNP-h2 decoder is α = 2.3. The

penalty coefficient for the two proposed decoders is α = 0.5. It can be seen that the

ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder narrows the performance gap between the Sum-Product

decoder and ADMM-LP decoder significantly for Eb/N0 values less than 3.6 dB. For

larger Eb/N0 values, the ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder suffers from an error floor, but its

performance improvement compared with the ADMM-LP decoder is still more than

one order of magnitude for Eb/N0 as large as 4.2 dB. Compared with the ADMM-

VNP-h2 decoder, our proposed ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder has about 0.2 dB gain for

Eb/N0 larger than 3.2 dB, while the ADMM-CNP-g3 decoder has similar performance.
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Figure 5.7: The minimum instanton norm of C8 under the ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder
as a function of penalty coefficient.

Also, the ADMM-LP decoder has a sharper slope at high Eb/N0 than all three ADMM

penalized decoders, which indicates it may have better performance at high Eb/N0

values.

5.5.3 Instanton Estimation

Our proposed ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder has been shown to perform better than the

ADMM-VNP-h2 decoder at all simulated points. However, it is difficult to verify

this conclusion by Monte Carlo simulation at higher SNR values. Instead, we use the

instanton analysis to estimate and compare the FER performance of the decoders. We

first use the instanton search algorithm described in Section 5.4 to find the minimum

norm of different decoders’ instantons. Then we predict the slop of the decoder in

the high SNR region by (5.14). Algorithm 5 is executed 3000 times with different

initializations, and the maximum number of iterations we used inside the instanton

search algorithm is T = 100. The maximum number of iterations for three ADMM

(penalized) decoding algorithms is also Imax = 100.

The FER performance of the ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder is affected by the penalty
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coefficient. So the instantons are also related to the penalty coefficient. We searched

for the instantons of the ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder with different penalty coefficients.

Then we plot the minimum instanton norm as a function of α. As suggested in [66],

we use the worst-case instanton norms’ fitting-curves to obtain a more accurate result.

The first code we used here is the (155, 64) Tanner code C8. Fig. 5.7 shows

the minimum instanton norm of C8 under the ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder as a function

of penalty coefficient α. The LP instantons are obtained by the method proposed

in [106], and the data of BP decoding is obtained directly from [66]. The Lagrangian

coefficient is 3.0. It can be seen that the minimum instanton norms of both the

ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder and the ADMM-VNP-h2 decoder decrease with the increase

of the penalty coefficients. This implies that a larger penalty coefficient will result

in a worse error correction performance in high SNR values. Therefore, the optimal

penalty coefficient should be selected as small as possible. We can also find that the

slopes of the two fitting curves are different. The decreasing speed of the curve for the

ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder is larger than that of the ADMM-VNP-h2 decoder, which

implies that the optimal penalty coefficient for the ADMM CN-penalized decoder

is smaller. Based on in-advance simulations, the optimal penalty coefficient of the

ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder for C8 is 0.4, and the optimal penalty coefficient of the

ADMM-VNP-h2 decoder for C8 is 2.0. This agrees with our conjecture. From Fig.

5.7, we can see that the minimum instanton norm of the ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder

at α = 0.4 is around 14.33 and the minimum instanton norm of ADMM-VNP-h2

at α = 2.0 is around 13.80. The minimum norms imply that the ADMM-CNP-g1

decoder will have a sharper FER curve than the ADMM-VNP-h2 decoder at high

SNR values.

In Fig. 5.8, we plot the FER asymptotics predicted by the minimum norm instan-

ton as well as Monte Carlo simulation results of C8 for different decoders. The SNR

used here is defined as 2REb

N0
on a linear scale, where R is the code rate. The asymp-

totic curves are calculated by (5.14) with different norms. In the high SNR region,

we can see that the FER curves of each decoder are parallel with their asymptotic

curves. This shows the effectiveness of the instanton analysis method. The FER per-

formance of the proposed ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder is almost the same as that of the

ADMM-VNP-h2 decoder in the low SNR region and starts to show a better slope for

SNR larger than 2.75. The FER performance of the ADMM-LP decoder is the worst

among all decoders in the low SNR region. It exceeds that of the ADMM-LP, the
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Figure 5.8: FER performance estimations of C8 under the proposed ADMM-CNP-g1
decoder and other decoders. The SNR value used here is on a linear scale.

ADMM-VNP-h2 decoder, and the ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder with the increase of SNR.

These facts verify the conclusion that the ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder will have a better

slope than the ADMM-VNP-h2 decoder at high SNR values, and the ADMM-LP has

the steepest slope at high SNR values. If more information on the multiplicity and

the curvature factor of the instantons is known, the asymptote curves can be lifted,

resulting in a tighter lower bound. Here due to the missing knowledge, only the slope

of the FER curve can be predicted.

The second code we used here is C7. Fig. 5.9 shows the minimum instanton norm

of C7 under the ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder as a function of penalty coefficient α. The

parameter settings are the same as Section 5.5.2. It can be seen that noticeable fluc-

tuations appear in the curves of instanton norms of both ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder

and ADMM-VNP-h2 decoder due to limited simulations. However, the overall trend

of the two curves and their fitting curves is decreasing with the increase of the penalty

coefficients. Also, the decreasing speed of the curve for the ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder

is larger than that of the ADMM-VNP-h2 decoder. These observations are the same

as for C8, and similar conclusions can be reached. For example, the optimal penalty

coefficient of the ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder is 0.5 which is smaller than that of the
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Figure 5.9: The minimum instanton norm of C7 under the ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder
as a function of penalty coefficient α.

ADMM-VNP-h2 decoder, 2.3. From Fig. 5.7, we can see that the minimum instan-

ton norm of the ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder at α = 0.5 is around 8.1 and the minimum

instanton norm of the ADMM-VNP-h2 decoder at α = 2.3 is around 7.0. The min-

imum norms imply the ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder will have a better slope than the

ADMM-VNP-h2 decoder.

In Fig. 5.10, we plot the FER asymptotics predicted by the minimum norm

instanton as well as Monte Carlo simulation results of different decoders. In the

high SNR region, we can see that the FER curves of each decoder are parallel with

their asymptotic curves. The slopes of the three curves are different at high SNR

values. The ADMM-LP has the steepest slope at high SNR values which means its

performance will surpass the other two eventually. Actually, it can be seen that its

performance will be better than that of the ADMM-VNP-h2 decoder for SNR larger

than 4.5. The slope of the ADMM-CNP-g1 decoder is a little steeper than that

of the ADMM-VNP-h2 decoder. Since its current performance is better than the

ADMM-VNP-h2 decoder, we can conclude that its performance will be better than

the ADMM-VNP-h2 decoder for all SNR values.
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Figure 5.10: FER performance estimations of C7 under the proposed ADMM-CNP-
g1 decoder and other decoders. The SNR value used here is on a linear scale.

5.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we propose an ADMM CN-penalized decoding algorithm by introduc-

ing check-node based penalty terms to the objective of the LP model. These penalty

terms penalize the unsatisfied check nodes and improve the FER performance of the

original ADMM decoding at low SNR values significantly. The properties of the CN-

penalty function are investigated, and several functions that satisfy these properties

are proposed. A message-passing style algorithm is given to solve this model, and its

convergence properties are studied. Moreover, it is proved that the error correction

performance of the decoding algorithm is independent of the transmitted codeword.

The FER performance is simulated in the low SNR region and analyzed by instanton

in the high SNR region. Simulations show that the ADMM CN-penalized decoding

improves the performance of ADMM decoding at low SNR values significantly, and

it has better or comparable decoding performance than the ADMM VN-penalized

decoding.



Chapter 6

Low-Complexity Post-Processing

Technique to Lower the Error Floor

The FER of LDPC codes drops sharply as the noise level decreases in the low-to-

medium SNR region because more bits are free of errors and can be used to correct

other errors. With the SNR value increases in the high SNR region, although fewer

variables nodes are in erroneous states, the decoder cannot recover them if they

happen to be inside a trapping set structure as explained in Section 2.2. The trapping

sets become the main reason for decoding failures in the high SNR region and can be

used to explain the error floor. Some works tried to devise better decoding algorithms

that can break the trapping sets. Among them, Cavus et al. proposed to store

dominant trapping sets in a look-up table and reverse the erroneous decoding result

if one matched syndrome pattern is found in the look-up table [82].

In this chapter, we first review the look-up table based syndrome decoder of [82] in

Section 6.1. Then we propose a low-complexity post-processing technique motivated

by [82] to lower the error floor of LDPC codes in Section 6.2. The low-complexity post-

processing technique includes an enhanced look-up table based syndrome decoder that

can deal with the multiple-matching problem, an efficient syndrome pattern matching

(SPM) algorithm for general LDPC codes, and a simplified SPM algorithm for QC-

LDPC codes. Examples are given to illustrate the construction of the look-up table.

The complexities of the proposed algorithm are analyzed in Section 6.3. Simulation

results are given in Section 6.4.

71
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6.1 Look-Up Table Based Syndrome Decoder

An (a, b) trapping set can lead to a decoding failure of a erroneous bits and b un-

satisfied parity-checks. Therefore, it provides the reason and the characteristic of a

possible decoding failure. If we can store the dominant trapping sets, we will have

information about the dominant failures and therefore, can identify and correct them

instantly. The principle behind the look-up table base syndrome decoder in [82] is

using the look-up table to determine if a pre-known failure is detected based on the

unsatisfied parity-checks. Once the syndrome pattern matches a pre-stored syndrome

pattern, the decoder simply flips the bits in the corresponding error pattern. At this

point, all the parity-checks will be satisfied, and the decoder converges to a valid

codeword.

The look-up table has N rows and two columns. Each row stores one trapping

set. For an (a, b) trapping set, the syndrome pattern is stored in the first column of

the row, and the error pattern is stored in the second column of the row. We will use

list L1 to indicate the first column of the whole table and L2 to indicate the second

column of the whole table. Then L1 includes all the syndrome patterns of pre-known

failures and L2 includes all the corresponding error patterns.

It should be noted that the number of trapping sets stored in the table is small

in [82]. Total 10 trapping sets are stored for a code of length 96, 8 trapping sets are

stored for a code of length 204, and 16 trapping sets are stored for a code of length

2000. The size of the look-up table is so small that the syndrome pattern matching

operation cost little expense. In addition, it is not reported in [82] that the trapping

sets in the table could have the same syndrome pattern. Therefore, they assumed

at most one trapping set could be matched after one decoding failure. However, if

we try to extend this technique to other codes, we have to deal with the following

situations:

1. When the look-up table has more than the order of 105 trapping sets, is there

any efficient SPM algorithm to locate the matched item?

2. When more than one item matches the target syndrome pattern, which trapping

set should we select to flip the result?

3. When a QC-LDPC code is used, if its isomorphism can be exploited to simplify

the SPM algorithm?
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6.2 Low-Complexity Post-Processing Technique

In this section, we will try to answer the three questions proposed above. An enhanced

look-up table based syndrome decoder is proposed, and two efficient SPM algorithms

are presented for general LDPC codes and QC-LDPC codes. We also give some

guidelines on constructing the look-up tables for general LDPC codes and QC-LDPC

codes.

6.2.1 Enhanced Look-Up Table Based Syndrome Decoder

Suppose a codeword x is transmitted over the channel, and a vector y is received.

The first stage decoder takes vector y or its LLRs as input and begins to decode. Our

proposed decoder will start only if the first stage decoder fails to converge to a valid

codeword within the maximum number of iterations. The proposed decoder takes

two arguments. The first one is the hard-decision output of the first stage decoder at

the end of its iterations which is denoted by x̄. The second argument is the initial

channel information which is also the input of the first stage decoder. For simplicity,

we assume the channel information is the channel output y. It should be noted,

our proposed enhanced look-up table decoder can be applied to the BSC and AWGN

channel, and used as the second stage decoder of all types of iterative message-passing

decoders.

In our proposed algorithm, dominant trapping sets are also stored in a look-up

table, and the syndrome pattern of the previous stage decoder is searched in the

table. We define the following strategy to deal with the multiple-matching problem.

If several (for example t) syndrome patterns in the look-up table are matched with

the target syndrome pattern, the corresponding codeword bits in all these t trapping

sets will be flipped respectively. A sequence of revised vectors x̂1, x̂2, . . . , x̂t can

be obtained, and one of them will be selected as the final revision based on some

criteria. Here we use the maximum likelihood criterion. The revised vector owning

the maximum likelihood with the channel output will be selected. The details of the

look-up table based syndrome decoder are as follows.

In Algorithm 6, the syndrome is calculated by multiplying x̄ with the parity-check

matrix and the indices of unsatisfied check nodes (syndrome pattern) are stored in

s. If the length of s is less than bmax, the maximum length of syndrome patterns

in the look-up table, we append 0s to make s have length bmax. Then s is searched
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Algorithm 6 Enhanced look-up table based syndrome decoder

Input: hard-decision output of the first stage decoder x̄
initial channel output y

1: Calculate the syndrome pattern s based on x̄
2: Assign the length of s to b
3: if b > bmax then
4: return x̄
5: else
6: Append bmax − b zeros at the end of s
7: end if
8: M = SyndromePatternMatching(s,L1)
9: if set M is empty then

10: return x̄
11: else
12: for all j ∈M do
13: T = L2[j]
14: Flip the bits of x̄ with indices in T and get x̂j
15: hj = yT x̂j
16: end for
17: if hk ≤ hj, ∀j ∈M then
18: return x̂k
19: end if
20: end if
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in L1 by an SPM algorithm and the set M stores the indices of all matched items.

Based on the indices, their corresponding error pattern information can be found in

L2. If M is not empty, for each matched item, the locations of the erroneous bits are

stored in T and the components of x̄ with indices in T will be flipped. The likelihood

of the revised vector x̂j with the channel output can be normalized as −yT x̂j. This

calculation is derived in [19], and its negative value is usually used as the objective

function of the ML decoding model of LDPC codes as described in (2.7). The revised

vector x̂k with the smallest hk = yT x̂k has the largest likelihood with the channel

output and will be output.

In order to deal with the multiple-matching problem, we use the ML criterion to

select one of the matched items. It should be noted that codeword bits which are

not in the trapping sets will not be flipped in any cases. Therefore, when calculating

and comparing the likelihood, we only need to concern the union of all flipped bits

of each revised vector, instead of all codeword bits. For simplicity, this union set can

be relaxed to the set of all neighboring variable nodes of unsatisfied check nodes. So

the negative normalized likelihood of a revised vector x̂j can be calculated as

hj =
∑
i∈E

yix̂ji,

where E = Nc(m1) ∪ . . . ∪ Nc(mp) and {m1, . . .mp} is the set of unsatisfied check

node indices.

6.2.2 SPM Algorithm for General LDPC Codes

We can see in Algorithm 6 that the most complex operation is the SPM algorithm in

Line 8. The syndrome pattern s is an array. So the straight-forward matching algo-

rithm needs to perform an array matching operation, which compares corresponding

components of the two arrays one by one, over the entire list L1 to find all matching

items. For a lexicographical order list, the comparison can be terminated in advance

if a matching item is found and the next item is not matched with the target pat-

tern. Here a list of vectors is said to be in lexicographical order if the corresponding

components of the vectors in the list are non-decreasing from top to bottom. For the

worst case, we need to perform N array matching operations to find the matching

item if the length of L1 is N . The complexity of this algorithm is then O(Nbmax),

where bmax is the size of the array.
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The high complexity of the straight-forward SPM algorithm prevents applying

our look-up table based syndrome decoder when the length of the look-up table is

large. So we introduce a low complexity SPM algorithm that utilizes the power of

the binary search algorithm. The binary search algorithm is an efficient algorithm to

find a target value from a sorted list of numbers of length N . It starts a comparison

from the middle of the list and halves the current searching space after each iteration.

The average and worst-case complexity is log2(N) [108]. In our case, items in L1 are

all arrays, which makes it challenging to apply the binary search algorithm even if it

is ordered. Therefore, a feature value key is extracted from each syndrome pattern

in L1 in advance by a feature generation function

key = G(s), (6.1)

where s is the syndrome pattern. All feature values are stored in another list L0,

and items in the look-up table are reordered based on the feature values. It should

be noted the look-up table now includes three lists and the lengths of lists L0, L1

and L2 are all equal to the total number of trapping sets in the table. The feature

generation function G(·) should generate as many unique feature values as possible

from all syndrome patterns. Ideally, G(·) is an injective function (or called one-to-one

function) which guarantees to generate different feature values for different syndrome

patterns. As a result, the syndrome pattern can be directly located by its key value.

In the SPM algorithm, the feature value of s is calculated first by G(·) which may

not be an injective function. Then, instead of searching the array s in L1, this feature

value is searched in L0. If some items are found to have the same feature value,

the corresponding arrays in L1 will be further checked to make sure they are truly

matched with the target pattern. The details of the SPM algorithm for general codes

are as follows.

In Algorithm 7, the feature value of the target syndrome s is generated and stored

in key. Then the binary search algorithm is applied on L0 to verify if this feature

value is in L0. The binary search algorithm returns -1 if the feature value is not in

L0. Otherwise, it returns the index of one matched feature value in L0. Set M is

used to store indices of all matching items. If the return value id is -1, the target

syndrome pattern has no chance to be stored in the look-up table, and the output M

is an empty set. If id is not -1, the subroutine in Line 4 will find the all other items

which have the same feature value based on id and store all the indices in the set M.
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Algorithm 7 SPM algorithm for general LDPC codes

Input: target syndrome s,
feature list L0,
syndrome pattern list L1

Output: set of indices of matched syndrome patterns M
1: Obtain the feature key by the feature generation function G(s)
2: id = BinarySearch(L0, key)
3: if id 6= −1 then
4: M = FeatureComparison(L0, key, id)
5: for all j ∈M do
6: if L1[j] does NOT matches s then
7: Delete j from M
8: end if
9: end for

10: else
11: return ∅
12: end if
13: return M

Since L0 is an ordered list, items with the same value must be in consecutive places.

The subroutine will compare key with items near index id in L0, namely items with

indices id − 1, id − 2, . . . and id + 1, id + 2, . . ., and stop in either direction when

the items are no longer key. However, not all syndrome patterns with indices in the

set M are matched with the target syndrome pattern. This is because the feature

generation function G(·) may not be an injective function and different syndrome

patterns may have the same feature value. Therefore, for each index in M , an array

matching operation has to be used to further check if the corresponding syndrome

patterns in L1 are the real matching items. If the syndrome pattern only has the

same feature value but is not the same as s, this index will be deleted from M .

By constructing list L0 via the feature generation function, we can get an ap-

proximation of the set of matching items. Only items with the same feature value as

the target pattern are in the set and will be checked one by one by a complex array

matching operation. It will be shown later this set can be located efficiently and the

size of the set, denoted as lens, can be relatively small.

As explained before, the set can be efficiently found in two steps. Firstly, The

feature value can be searched by a binary search algorithm whose average and the

worst-case complexity is log2(N). Secondly, If one item is matched, other items with

the same feature value can be found easily since their indices must be consecutive.
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Therefore, for the worst case, we need only log2(N) arithmetic comparisons to locate

one possible matching item, a few more comparisons to find all other possible match-

ing items, and then a few array matching operations to check further. The exact

number of additional comparisons and array matching operations after the binary

search depends on the number of trapping sets owning the same feature value. We

will formally discuss the complexity and present some results later.

The size of this set is influenced by the trapping sets of the LDPC code itself

and the feature generation function. If the LDPC code has many trapping sets with

the same syndrome pattern, all of them will appear in the set. Apart from this, the

feature generation function plays a critical role. In the ideal case, G(·) is injective

and generates a unique feature for every different syndrome pattern. However, an

injective function is impractical since G(·) will become extremely complex, and the

range of the feature value will increase significantly. This will be explained again

later, and we can give some practical implementations of the generation function. It

will also be shown that even if G(·) is not a bijective function, this range is still quite

small.

6.2.3 SPM Algorithm for QC-LDPC Codes

Algorithm 7 can directly be applied to QC-LDPC codes without utilizing their cir-

culant structure. In this part, we first revisit the efficient representation of trapping

sets of QC-LDPC codes introduced in Chapter 2 and propose an SPM algorithm for

QC-LDPC codes.

For a QC-LDPC code with the Q × Q circulant sub-matrix, if one can find a

single trapping set, there exist the other Q−1 trapping sets that can be generated by

applying different quasi-cyclical shift amount ∆ on this trapping set. Mathematically,

if one (a, b) trapping set is denoted by an error pattern {v1, v2, . . . , va} and a syndrome

pattern {c1, c2, . . . , cb}, its isomorphic trapping set with QC-shift amount ∆ can be

obtained by (2.11) and (2.12), where b(vi − 1)/Qc and (vi − 1)%Q are the module

index and the circulant index of variable node vi, respectively. Similarly, b(ci−1)/Qc
and (ci − 1)%Q are the module index and the circulant index of variable node vi,

respectively. It can be found that the module index of any variable nodes or check

nodes does not change no matter which shift amount ∆ is applied. The MI vector

(b(c1 − 1)/Qc, b(c2 − 1)/Qc, . . . , b(cb − 1)/Qc) is the common property of the whole

isomorphism class.
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Example 3. Here is an example of the rate-5/6 (648, 540) QC-LDPC, denoted by

C10, in the WiFi standard [7]. The code C10 has a circulant sub-matrix of 27 × 27.

For a (6, 2) trapping set with the error pattern {41, 158, 568, 587, 596, 619} and the

syndrome pattern {28, 47}, there exist 26 other isomorphic trapping sets which can be

generated by quasi-cyclically shifting the error pattern and the syndrome pattern. If

the QC-shift amount ∆ = 8, we obtain an error pattern {49, 139, 576, 568, 604, 600}
and the syndrome pattern {36, 28}. We can find that the index of variable node v568

is shifted to 576, and the index of variable node v587 is shifted “back” to 568. For

simplicity, the elements of the error pattern and the syndrome pattern are stored in

the ascendant order as {49, 139, 568, 576, 600, 604}, and {28, 36}, respectively. The

MI vector is (1, 1) and all trapping sets in this isomorphism class have the same MI

vector.

The trapping sets representation method of QC-LDPC codes allows us to generate

the other trapping sets in the same isomorphism class by applying different quasi-

cyclic shifts to one trapping set. Therefore, it allows us to store only one trapping

set per isomorphism class in the table, while still can generate all the other trapping

sets in the same isomorphism class and then recover all failures caused by them.

If the target syndrome pattern is found to be the QC-shift version of one item in

L1 with QC-shift amount ∆, which means they belong to the same isomorphism

class, then its corresponding error pattern can be obtained by (2.11), and this error

could be corrected. The procedure of justifying the QC-shift relationship between

two syndrome patterns is simple when the lengths of the syndrome patterns stored

in the table are 1. In this case, for the two syndrome patterns, if their indices

of the only unsatisfied check node are the same, they are justified as being in the

same isomorphism class, and ∆ is the difference between the indices. However, for

two syndrome patterns with more than one component, this justification and the

calculation of ∆ is not straight-forward. This is because indices of trapping sets are

stored in the ascendant order in the look-up table and the relative positions of check

nodes would change when the QC-shift operation is applied. In our Example 3 of

C10, the index of check node c28 is shifted to 36 and the index of check node c47 is

shifted “back” to 28 when the shift amount ∆ = 8. We cannot obtain ∆ by simply

calculating the difference between corresponding components of the two ordered index

vectors {28, 47} and {28, 36}. For the same reason, judging if one trapping set is the

quasi-cyclic version of another is not simple. These two tasks become even more
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complicated when the length of the syndrome pattern is larger. To deal with these

two difficulties, we define the concept of isomorphism sub-class of trapping sets.

Definition 1 (Isomorphic Sub-group). The isomorphism sub-classes of trapping sets

is a partition of an isomorphism class of trapping sets. Inside each isomorphism sub-

class, any syndrome pattern of a member can be obtained by applying a linear shift

on another member’s syndrome pattern.

Here we divide one isomorphism class into several non-overlapping sub-classes. In

each isomorphism sub-class, only linear shift operation is permitted to be applied to

the syndrome pattern. If one member’s syndrome pattern is the QC-shift version, but

not the linear shift version, of another member’s syndrome pattern, the two members

belong to different sub-classes. Following this definition, two syndrome patterns can

be easily distinguished as in the same sub-class or not by comparing the shifts between

all corresponding components. If the shifts are all the same, they belong to the same

sub-class, and this shift is ∆. It should be noted that the MI vector is the same for

all different sub-class since it is the common property of the whole group. It can also

be found that, for all syndrome patterns in the same sub-class with different shift

amounts of ∆, the relative positions of all components keep the same, namely the

differences between each component, and the last component are the same. These

differences form a vector, (c∆
b − c∆

1 , c
∆
b − c∆

2 , . . . , c
∆
b − c∆

b−1), called the difference index

vector of syndrome pattern of this isomorphism sub-class (or DI vector for short).

For different isomorphism sub-classes, the DI vectors are different. It is the common

property of members in the isomorphism sub-class.

Example 4. We also use C10 and the same trapping sets as an instance. In Fig. 6.1,

we list the syndrome patterns of these trapping sets and show the relationship between

the isomorphism class and the sub-classes. The whole isomorphism class contains 27

members. They can be divided into two sub-classes. Sub-group 1 contains 8 members

and sub-class 2 contains 19 members. The relative positions between check nodes

keep the same for all members of the same sub-class, while the relative positions are

different for different sub-classes. Syndrome pattern {28, 36} is a QC-shift version of

{28, 47}, but not a linear shift version. Therefore, they are in the same isomorphism

class but belong to different isomorphism sub-classes. The MI vector of these two

sub-classes is all (1, 1). On the contrary, the DI vector for sub-class 1 is (19), and the

DI vector for sub-class 2 is (8). The union of these two sub-classes is the complete

isomorphism class.
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of the relationship between the isomorphism class and the
isomorphism sub-class. Each line segment represents a syndrome pattern, and
the numbers above are the indices. When the syndrome pattern {35, 54} is
right-shifted again, check node c54 is shifted to position 28. The relative position
between two check nodes changes, and the resulting syndrome pattern belongs
to another sub-class.

Proposition 9. For a QC-LDPC code with lifting degree Q and m check nodes, an

(a, b) isomorphism class of trapping sets can be divided into at least db/(m
Q

)e and at

most b isomorphism sub-classes.

Proof. For a QC-LDPC code with lifting degree Q and maximum check node index m,

the check node index range can be divided into m/Q intervals as [(i−1)∗Q+1, i∗Q],

where i = 1, 2,m/Q. For the QC-shift operation on one syndrome pattern with ∆ = 1,

we increase all indices of the syndrome pattern by one. If some indices of the original

syndrome pattern are at the upper boundaries of their intervals, the indices increased

by one will be out of boundary and should be shifted “back” to the beginning of their

intervals. Based on the definition of the isomorphism sub-class, this new syndrome

pattern belongs to a new isomorphism sub-class. Therefore, the appearance of the

shift-back during the QC-shift operation is corresponding to a new isomorphism sub-

class. The number of different isomorphism sub-classes is equal to the number of cases

where different shift-backs happen when we apply QC-shift operations with different

∆.

Let us start with any syndrome pattern in an (a, b) isomorphism class and apply

QC-shift operation with ∆ = 1 to it for Q − 1 times consecutively. During this

procedure, all b check node indices will be shifted back once, but some indices may be
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shifted back together. If there is at most one check node index is out of boundary and

must be shifted back each time, there will be b different shift-back cases happening.

Then there are b isomorphism sub-classes. This happens when the circulant indices

of all components of the syndrome pattern are different. If several check nodes share

the same circulant index, their indices will be on their upper boundaries at the same

time and will be shifted back together. Since there are totally m/Q intervals, there

will be at most m/Q check node indices being on their boundaries simultaneously.

As a result, there are at least db/(m
Q

)e shift-back happen, corresponding to at least

db/(m
Q

)e isomorphism sub-classes.

Here we propose an SPM algorithm for QC-LDPC codes which only stores a

portion of trapping sets in the look-up table while being equivalent to saving all

trapping sets of the same class. The trapping set leading to the error can be efficiently

located if one of its isomorphic members is in the look-up table. In order to combine

the advantages of the binary search and the isomorphism sub-class, we need to find a

common property shared by every member of the isomorphism sub-class and devise

a feature generation function based on this property. Thus, syndrome patterns in the

same isomorphism sub-class will have the same feature value. We can locate one or

several trapping set sub-classes that the target trapping set may belong to first. Then

we can further check if the target syndrome pattern truly belongs to these trapping

set sub-classes. Lastly, we can regenerate the corresponding error pattern information

and revise the hard decision result of the previous stage decoder. Here we use the

isomorphism sub-class, which means storing one member per one sub-class in the

table. We know that the MI vector and the DI vector are the same for all members in

a sub-class. Therefore, we can devise a feature generation function based on these two

entities. Again, the feature generation function used here should generate as many

different features as possible.

The framework of the SPM algorithm for QC-LDPC codes is similar to Algorithm

7. The only difference is in Line 6 where we try to further compare L1[j] with s.

For QC-LDPC codes, the target pattern s is not required to be the same as the

items in L1. This decision condition in Line 6 should be replaced by judging if the

two syndrome patterns are in the same isomorphism sub-class. This operation is

called the trapping set sub-class justification and is shown in Algorithm 8. Inside the

Algorithm, we first judge if the stored item in L1 is a linear shift version of the target
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pattern. Then we verify that the two patterns also have the same MI vectors.

Algorithm 8 Trapping set sub-class justification

Input: two patterns s, L1[j],
length of the patterns bmax,
lifting degree Q

1: ∆ = s[1]− L1[j][1]
2: if ∆ = s[i]− L1[j][i] , ∀1 < i ≤ bmax then
3: if (s[i]− 1)/Q = (L1[j][i]− 1)/Q , ∀1 ≤ i ≤ bmax then
4: return TRUE
5: end if
6: end if
7: return FALSE

The Algorithm 6 should also be modified for QC-LDPC codes since we cannot

directly get the corresponding error pattern information T in Line 13 by the index.

For QC-LDPC codes, the set T can be obtained by applying the QC-shift operation

with amount ∆ to the error patterns L2[j] according to (2.12). Therefore, Line 13 is

replaced by the following operations:

1: ∆ = s[1]− L1[j][1]
2: Ti ← Apply QC-shift on non-zero part of L2[j] with amount ∆

6.2.4 Construction of the Look-Up Table

The construction of a look-up table includes four steps: obtaining the dominant

trapping sets, formatting the trapping sets, generating the feature value list L0, and

reordering the look-up table.

In the first step, the Monte Carlo simulation can be performed in advance to

decide the dominant trapping set classes, and trapping sets belong to these classes

should be searched. In order to correct all failures caused by a specific trapping set

class, the look-up table has to store all members of this trapping set class (except for

QC-LDPC codes). Most methods to find the trapping sets, like [82, 84, 94, 95], can

only give a partial list of a trapping set class. The IP model in [96] can output the

exhaustive list of a trapping set class, but it cannot be applied to long-length codes.

Therefore, we choose to use the method proposed in [97] which can find all leafless

elementary trapping sets smaller than size (amax, bmax).
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Since the sizes of the trapping sets are different, we have to modify trapping sets

to make them all have the same size in the second step. Let amax and bmax denote the

maximum lengths of the error patterns and the syndrome patterns, respectively. For

a trapping set (a, b), we can append amax − a and bmax − b 0s at the end of the error

pattern and the syndrome pattern, respectively. It should be noted that the non-zero

components of the error patterns and the syndrome patterns are in non-decreasing

order, and all zeros are placed after the largest non-zero component.

After that, a feature generation should be selected and used to construct L0.

Ideally, G(·) should be an injective function, which means for different inputs, the

outputs are different. In this case, if we have located the range of trapping sets that

have the same feature value as the target syndrome pattern, we do not have to call

any array matching operations to check further. However, the injective function is not

a practical choice of the feature generation function because it is not only too complex

for our scenario but also too costly to deploy. For example, secure hash algorithms

(SHA) [109] are a family of hash functions that can be regarded as injective functions

because the probability that two different inputs have the same hash value, namely

the collision probability, is so small.1 Nonetheless, the SHA are iterative, which

leads to a long time delay. Moreover, it will consume huge space to store L0 since

the hash value generated by SHA has a long width. The long time delay and large

memory requirement of SHA are acceptable for security-sensitive applications but

do not conform to our low-complexity requirement. We need to consider a balance

between efficiency and cost, and find a simple function which can generate as many

different feature values as possible and keep the range of the feature as small as

possible. In the last step, all trapping sets (L1 and L2) are stored in the look-up

table together with L0, and the rows are reordered based on the elements of L0.

Here we propose the following four possible feature generation functions for general

1For the SHA3-224n algorithm [110], one of the latest members of the SHA family, any input
will result in a 224 bits hash value. The collision probability is around 1.9× 10−56 when we have 1
million different inputs. For less number of inputs, this probability is even smaller.
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LDPC codes:

G1(s) =
∑bmax

j=1
sj, (6.2)

G2(s) =
∑bmax

j=1
sj ∗ 10j−1, (6.3)

G3(s) =
∑bmax

j=1
s2
j , (6.4)

G4(s) =
∑bmax

j=1
sjj. (6.5)

The four functions are not iterative and involve simple arithmetic operations. For

a syndrome pattern s of length bmax, G1(s) sums all its components and G3(s) sums

the square values of the components. In the other two functions, the components at

different positions have different weights or operations. For two syndrome patterns

{2, 3} and {1, 4}, if we use G1(s) to generate the features, the features are all equal

to 5. If we use G2(s), the features will be 32 and 41, respectively. For two syndrome

patterns {1, 101} and {11, 100}, G2(s) will generate the same feature 1011, but the

G1(s) and G3(s) will output different features for the two different syndrome pattern.

It should be noted zeros may be appended at the end of the syndrome pattern, but

they do not affect the feature values calculated by these four functions. For the

simpler implementation, the component 10j−1 in (6.3) might be replaced by 23(j−1).

To evaluate feature generation functions for a given LDPC code, we construct a

look-up table including all trapping sets we are interested in and the generated feature

value list L0, and then check for how many cases there will be a collision. We note

that the feature generation function should introduce as few collisions as possible, but

even if there are collisions, it can be solved by further checking the actual syndrome

pattern. We construct two look-up tables for a (4095,3358) random code, denoted by

C9, picked up from the website [111]. The first look-up table (LUT1) contains all 1819

trapping sets of three classes, (5,1), (6,2), and (7,1) classes. We find that 1801 of them

have a unique syndrome pattern, which means the remaining 18 trapping sets will

have the same feature values as others no matter which feature generation function

is used. For example, there exist two (5,1) trapping sets and one (7,1) trapping set

with the same syndrome pattern {1}. The second look-up table (LUT2) contains all

trapping sets belonging to 6 different classes (4,2), (5,1), (6,2) (7,1), (8,2), and (9,1).

There is a total of 16212 trapping sets, and 15524 of them have a unique syndrome

pattern. Table 6.1 shows the number of unique features and the range of the features
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number of unique
features in LUT1

range of features
in LUT1

number of unique
features in LUT2

range of features
in LUT2

G1(x) 942 [6, 1442] 1420 [3, 1465]

G2(x) 1589 [6, 8041] 6410 [3, 8096]

G3(x) 1793 [36, 1039684] 14992 [9, 1073113]

G4(x) 1801 [6, 543840] 15518 [3, 543895]

Table 6.1: Comparison of different feature generation functions for the random
LDPC code C9. LUT1 includes totally 1819 trapping sets and 1801 of them
have a unique syndrome pattern. LUT2 includes totally 16212 trapping sets
and 15524 of them have a unique syndrome pattern.

generated by four feature generation functions for the two look-up tables. It can be

seen that G1(x) and G2(x) produce less unique features, but the range of the features

are quite small. Almost every different trapping set (syndrome pattern) has a unique

feature if we use G3(x) or G4(x), which means we hardly need to perform further

check if we have found a matched feature value. However, the range of the feature

values grows significantly, especially for G3(x), which means more bits are required to

represent the larger value. We cannot guarantee G4(x) is the best feature generation

function, but we try to show that a good feature generation function should generate

as many unique feature values as possible while keeping the range of feature values as

small as possible. Obviously, there is a trade-off between efficiency and cost. We note

that some existing hash functions are also suitable for our application. For example,

the folding function breaks the input into segments and calculates the XOR result

of all segments. This is quite similar to our proposed G1(x). More examples can be

found in [108].

For a QC-LDPC code with lifting degree Q, we select one member for each iso-

morphism sub-class and store them in the look-up table. For the sub-class with a

syndrome pattern s = (s1, s2, . . . , sd, 0, . . . , 0), the MI vector (b(s1 − 1)/Qc, b(s2 −
1)/Qc, . . . , b(sd − 1)/Qc) and the DI vector (sd − s1, sd − s2, . . . , sd − sd−1) are the

common properties for all its members. The index d is the index of the last non-zero

component of the syndrome pattern s. The possible zero part cannot be involved in

the calculation of the MI vector and the DI vector. Here are four possible feature

generation functions for QC-LDPC codes based on the common properties:
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G′1(s) =
∑d

j=1
b(sj − 1)/Qc, (6.6)

G′2(s) =
∑d

j=1
b(sj − 1)/Qc ∗ 10j−1, (6.7)

G′3(s) =
∑d

j=1
(sd − sj) ∗ 10j−1 + (b(sj − 1)/Qc) ∗ 100j−1, (6.8)

G′4(s) =
∑d

j=1
(sd − sj) ∗ 10j−1 + (b(sj − 1)/Qc) ∗ 100j. (6.9)

They are also not iterative and involves only simple arithmetic operations. For

a syndrome pattern s with d non-zero elements, G′1(s) sums all components of the

MI vector. G′2(s) is the weighted version of G′1(s). In the other two cases, both the

DI vector and the MI vector are taken into account with different weights. It should

be emphasized here that the calculation of the feature value only involves non-zero

elements (real unsatisfied check nodes) of the syndrome pattern. Also, for the simpler

implementation, the component 10j−1 in (6.7) might be replaced by 23(j−1) and the

component 100j−1 in (6.8) might be replaced by 27(j−1).

We also construct two look-up tables for C10, and evaluate the collision probability

of the four functions. The first look-up table (LUT1) represents 297 trapping sets.

81 of them belong to the (5,1) class, and the other 216 trapping sets belong to

the (6,1) class. We select one member for each isomorphism sub-class and get 11

representatives, 3 from the (5,1) class and 8 from the (6,1) class. All of them have

different syndrome patterns, but some have the same MI vector and the DI vector.

There are totally 4 different combinations of the MI vector and the DI vector, which

means there are at most 4 different feature values generated by the four functions.

The second look-up table (LUT2) represents all trapping sets belonging to 9 different

classes, (4,1), (4,2), (5,1), (5,2), (6,1), (6,2), (7,1), (7,2), and (8,1) classes. There

are a total of 29484 trapping sets, and 2097 of them are stored in the look-up table.

Among them, 1277 trapping sets have different syndrome patterns, and there are

422 different combinations of the MI vector and the DI vector. Table 6.2 shows the

number of unique features and the range of the features generated by the four feature

generation functions for the two look-up tables. It can be seen that for LUT1 which

contains only length 1 syndrome patterns, these functions all generate 4 different

feature values. This is because the DI vector does not exist, or we may assume it as

0 for all trapping sets. The MI vector is the only property we can use, and it only
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number of unique
features in LUT1

range of features
in LUT1

number of unique
features in LUT2

range of features
in LUT2

G′1(x) 4 [0, 3] 7 [0, 6]

G′2(x) 4 [0, 3] 13 [0, 33]

G′3(x) 4 [0, 3] 263 [0, 407]

G′4(x) 4 [0, 300] 422 [0, 30326]

Table 6.2: Comparison of different feature generation function for the QC-LDPC
code C10. LUT1 includes totally 11 trapping sets and 4 different combinations
of the MI vector and the DI vector. LUT2 includes totally 2097 trapping sets
and 422 different combinations of the MI vector and the DI vector.

has one component. In addition, the number of check nodes for C10 is 108 = 27 ∗ 4,

which means the module index in the MI vector can only be 1, 2, 3, or 4. In the case

of LUT2, G′2(x) generates more unique feature values than G′1(x), but this number

is still relatively small compared with the number of different combinations of the

MI vector and the DI vector. G′3(x) and G′4(x) can generate more unique feature

values because the DI vector is also considered in the calculation and assigned a large

weight. The module index for C10 can be easily “drowned” by the weighted sum of

DI vector’s components since it is a non-negative integer at most 4. Therefore, G′4(x)

assigns the module index a larger weight and generates the largest number of unique

features. At the same time, the range of the feature values of G′4(x) is also increased.

6.3 Complexity Analysis

The complexity of our enhanced look-up table based syndrome decoder depends

mostly on the SPM algorithm. Compared with the straight-forward SPM algorithm,

our proposed SPM algorithms require an extra list L0. The additional memory con-

sumption results in much less computation. Here we discuss the computational com-

plexity and the storage complexity based on the feature generation function. We

also suggest several variations of the SPM algorithm to provide more freedom of

complexity trade-off.

As we stated before, for an ordered list of length N , the straight-forward SPM

algorithm requires N array matching operations to find the matching item in the

worst case. The complexity of this algorithm is then O(Nbmax), where bmax is the

length of the array. Our proposed SPM algorithm for general LDPC codes is based
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on the binary search algorithm and requires at most log2(N) arithmetic comparisons

to locate one possible matching item. If the number of unique features generated by

a feature generation function is M , the average number of syndrome patterns sharing

the same feature value is N/M . Therefore, on average, there exist other N/M − 1

items having the same feature value. N/M + 1 more arithmetic comparisons should

be performed forward or backward to find all matched items, and it stops when it

finds two values not the same with them. Later the algorithm needs N/M more array

matching operations to further check if they are the real matching syndrome pattern.

For a QC-LDPC code with N ′ trapping sets stored in the table and M ′ unique

features generated from N ′ syndrome patterns, the specialized SPM algorithm for

QC-LDPC codes also requires at most log2(N ′) arithmetic comparisons to locate

one possible matching item, and N ′/M ′ + 1 more arithmetic comparisons to find all

matching features. It later needs N ′/M ′ more trapping set sub-class justification

operations to further check if they belong to the same sub-class with the target

syndrome pattern.

The calculation of the feature value also introduces additional computational com-

plexity. For example, for G2(x) for general LDPC codes, we need to perform bmax

multiplication operations and bmax−1 sum operation, but we note that the number of

unsatisfied check nodes b is usually less than 4, and only the feature value of the target

syndrome pattern should be calculated. So this computation can be neglected. We

note that the SPM algorithm returns the set M which contains indices of all matched

syndrome patterns. The indices can be directed used to retrieve the corresponding

error patterns for general LDPC codes. For QC-LDPC codes, the QC-shift operation

should be performed to obtain the error pattern information.

Apart from the storage for the trapping sets themselves, our proposed SPM al-

gorithms require the storage for the feature list L0. The extra storage for list L0

depends mainly on the range of the feature value. For an (n, k) LDPC code with m

check nodes, if the maximum size of trapping sets we would like to add in the table is

(amax, bmax), storing N trapping sets requires (dlog2(n)eamax+ dlog2(m)ebmax)N bits.

If the maximum feature generated is keymax, we need additional dlog2(keymax)eN bits

to construct list L0. The additional storage ratio is

dlog2(keymax)e
dlog2(n)eamax + dlog2(m)ebmax

≈ log(namaxmbmax )(keymax) (6.10)
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For QC-LDPC codes, if the SPM algorithm for QC-LDPC codes is used, we do

not need to store all N trapping sets to correct the failures caused by them. The

number of trapping sets stored in the look-up table can be reduced to the number

of isomorphism sub-classes, and it is usually a ratio of N . We give the following

proposition to show the lower bound and the upper bound of the ratio r.

Proposition 10. For a QC-LDPC code with lifting degree Q and m check nodes, if the

total number of its (a, b) trapping sets is N , the proposed look-up table based decoder

combined with the SPM algorithm for QC-LDPC codes can correct all failures caused

by these trapping sets by storing only r ∗N trapping sets, where
db/(m

Q
)e

Q
≤ r ≤ b

Q
.

Proof. An (a, b) trapping set class may include several different isomorphism classes.

It means two trapping sets may have the same size a and b, but belong to different

isomorphism classes. Each isomorphism class includes Q trapping sets for the QC-

LDPC code with lifting degree Q. Then the number of different (a, b) isomorphism

classes is equal to N
Q

. From Proposition 9, each (a, b) isomorphism class can be

divided into at least db/(m
Q

)e and at most b sub-classes. Therefore, we only need to

store at least db/(m
Q

)eN
Q

and at most bN
Q

trapping sets. Thus the storage ratio satisfies
db/(m

Q
)e

Q
≤ r ≤ b

Q
.

Generally, if the SPM algorithm for QC-LDPC codes is employed, (1− r) ∗ 100%

storage can be saved than when we still regard the QC-LDPC code as a random code.

From the upper bound of r, we conclude that more than (1− b
Q

) ∗ 100% storage can

be saved. Specifically, for b = 2, we can save more than (1− 2
Q

) ∗ 100% memory.

Corollary 4. For a QC-LDPC code with lifting degree Q, if the total number of its

(a, 1) trapping sets is N , the proposed look-up table based decoder combined with the

SPM algorithm for QC-LDPC codes can correct all failures caused by these trapping

sets by storing only 1
Q
N of them.

This corollary is for the case where b = 1. It holds because the upper bound and

the lower bound all equal to 1
Q

. It also matches with the result we get before for C10

whose lifting degree is 27. 81 trapping sets of the (5,1) class are represented by 3 of

them, and 216 trapping sets of the (6,1) class are represented by 8 of them.

2This is an upper bound of the total comparison involved in the variation 3.
3The comparison operation here is much more complex than that of the others because the

number of bits to represent the whole syndrome pattern is usually much larger than that of the
maximum feature value.
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Total Storage (bit) Comparison
Feature

Calculation
Array

Matching
Sub-group

Justification

straight forward
algorithm in [82]

(dlog2(n)ea+
dlog2(m)eb)N

0 0 N 0

proposed algorithm
(general LDPC)

(dlog2(n)ea+ dlog2(m)eb+
dlog2(key)e)N

log2(N)+N/M +1 1 N/M 0

proposed algorithm
(QC-LDPC)

(dlog2(n)ea+ dlog2(m)eb+
dlog2(key)e)N ′

log2(N ′) +
N ′/M ′ + 1

1 0 N ′/M ′

Variation 1
(general LDPC)

(dlog2(n)ea+
dlog2(m)eb)N

log2(N)+N/M +1 log2(N) + 1 N/M 0

Variation 2
(QC-LDPC)

(dlog2(n)ea+
dlog2(m)eb)N ′

log2(N ′) +
N ′/M ′ + 1

log2(N ′) + 1 0 N ′/M ′

Variation 3
(general LDPC)

(dlog2(n)ea+
dlog2(m)eb)N

(log2(N)b+Nb 2 0 0 0

Variation 4
(general LDPC)

(dlog2(n)ea+
dlog2(m)eb)N

log2(N) 3 0 0 0

Table 6.3: Complexity comparison of the total consumed storage and the average
numbers of different operations for the proposed SPM algorithms and their vari-
ations. For simplicity, the subscriptions of amax, bmax and keymax are dropped.
The QC-shift operations out of the SPM algorithm for QC-LDPC codes are not
listed.

To meet different implementation requirements, we propose four variations of the

SPM algorithms. If we calculate the feature values during the decoding, we can

save the storage for L0. This idea leads to variation 1 and variation 2 for general

LDPC codes and QC-LDPC codes, respectively. It is also possible if we apply binary

search operations on the corresponding components of the syndrome patterns for

bmax times. After the first binary search operation on the first components of the

syndrome patterns, we have to find the set of syndrome patterns preserving the same

first component. Then the second binary search is applied to this set. The procedure

stops when all components are compared. This is variation 3 which saves the storage

for L0, the calculation of feature values, and the array matching operations, but

introduces more comparisons. The number of comparisons includes the comparison

operations in bmax binary search procedure and bmax procedures for refining the set

of matched items. The exact number depends on the target syndrome pattern and

the look-up table. It is even possible that we consider the whole syndrome pattern

as a binary sequence and apply the binary search algorithm to it by regarding it

as a single extra-large number. This is variation 4 which requires the least storage

and computation. However, it has a higher hardware complexity because of the long

width comparison. It should be noted that the ideas of variation 3 and variation 4
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cannot take advantage of the efficient representation of QC-LDPC code. So only the

proposed syndrome pattern algorithm for QC-LDPC codes and its variation 2 do not

have to store all the trapping set in the look-up table. The complexity information

is summarized in Table 6.3.

6.4 Simulation Results

In this section, we will construct several look-up tables and present the performance

of our proposed look-up table based syndrome decoder for the (4095,3358) random

code C9 and the (648, 540) QC-LDPC code C10 we used earlier.

The simulations are performed over the AWGN channel with BPSK. Quantized

MS decoder [12] with 5 bits quantization is adopted as the first stage decoder. The

clipping threshold is 1.8 for C9 and 1.25 for C10. The maximum iteration is 100. We

use the quantized MS decoder because the soft-decision belief propagation decoder

often converges to a union of multiple small trapping sets, instead of single small

trapping set as stated in [96].

6.4.1 General LDPC code

For the random code C9, 9000 decoding failures are collected for the quantized MS

decode. The corresponding channel output vectors are also recorded. We analyze all

decoding failures at Eb/N0 = 4.4 dB and find about 90% of them are caused by three

classes of trapping sets, (5,1), (6,2), and (7,1) classes. Therefore, we construct the

first look-up table (LUT1) which contains all trapping sets of these three classes, and

the total number is 1819. The second look-up table (LUT2) we constructed contains

not only these three classes but also the next dominant classes, (4,2), (8,2), and (9,1)

classes. The total number of trapping sets obtained by the exhaustive trapping set

search algorithm is 16212. These two tables are also used as examples in Section

6.2.4.

Based on our previous computational complexity analysis, if we use LUT2, in

the worst case, the straight-forward SPM algorithm requires 16212 array matching

operations. In contrast, we only need at most dlog2(16212)e = 14 arithmetic com-

parisons to locate the matching feature. If G2(x) is used to generate features, the

average number of trapping sets that share the same feature is about 3 because the
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Figure 6.2: FER performances of C9 under the quantized MS decoder and the
proposed look-up table based syndrome decoder with different look-up tables.

number of unique features is 6410. Then 4 more arithmetic comparisons and 3 ar-

ray matching operations will be performed later on average. Indeed, in LUT2, there

are at most 11 trapping sets sharing the same feature. Therefore, we at most need

12 more arithmetic comparisons and 11 array matching operations after the binary

search operation. The maximum value of the feature is 8096. Thus we need 13 bits

to represent the features and the whole feature list L0 would cost about 26.3 KByte.

The total memory requirement for L1 and L2 is 259.4 KByte, which means storing

L0 takes 10.2% more space than only storing lists L1 and L2. If we use G4(x) to

generate features, almost every different syndrome patterns have different features,

and there are at most 5 trapping sets sharing the same feature. Then we only need

to perform 3 more arithmetic comparisons and 2 array matching operations on aver-

age or 6 arithmetic comparisons and 5 array matching operations in the worst case.

Consequently, we need 20 bits to represent the features and the whole feature list

L0 would cost 40.5 KByte, consuming 15.6 % more space. For the balance between

efficiency and cost, the G2(x) is used inside the SPM algorithm.

Fig. 6.2 shows the performances of C9 under the quantized MS decoder and the
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proposed look-up table based syndrome decoder with LUT1 and LUT2. It can be

seen that for Eb/N0 values lower than 3.8 dB, the performance improvement is little.

This is because the first stage decoder is not trapped by small trapping sets at low

SNR values. The length of the syndrome pattern is usually larger than the maximum

length of the syndrome patterns in the look-up table, and the proposed decoder cannot

correct them. At high SNR values, the FER improvement becomes apparent because

more and more failures of the first stage decoder are caused by dominant trapping

sets stored in our look-up table. For the same SNR value, the proposed decoder with

LUT2 has better performance than the proposed decoder with LUT1. More than

one order of magnitude performance improvement is achieved when Eb/N0 = 4.8 dB

for the proposed decoder with LUT1 which contains only 1819 trapping sets, and

the improvement is approaching two orders of magnitude for the proposed decoder

with LUT2 which contains 16212 trapping sets. We note that the slopes of the

three performance curve are different. Therefore, for even higher SNR values, the

performance improvement could be more considerable. Also, it indicates that if the

look-up table contains more trapping sets, the performance can be better with the

compensation of memory.

6.4.2 QC-LDPC code

For the QC-LDPC code C10, 10000 decoding failures are collected for the quantized

MS decoder. We analyze all decoding failures at Eb/N0 = 5.8 dB and find about 76%

of them are caused by two classes of trapping sets, (5,1) and (6,1) classes. The total

number of these trapping sets is 297. We select one member for each isomorphism

sub-class and store them in the first look-up table (LUT1). The total number of

trapping sets we stored is 11. The second look-up table (LUT2) contains not only

these two classes but also (4,1), (4,2), (5,2), (6,2), (7,1), (7,2), and (8,1) classes.

The total number is 29484, but we only need to store 2097 of them. The number of

trapping sets in the table is quite small which means we save the memory significantly.

Actually, only 11
297

= 1
27

of total trapping sets are stored in LUT1 and 2097
29484

= 1.92
27

< 2
27

of total trapping sets are stored in LUT2.

Based on our previous computational complexity analysis, if we use LUT2, in

the worst case, the straight-forward SPM algorithm requires 29484 array match-

ing operations. With our proposed decoder for QC-LDPC codes, we only need

dlog2(2097)e = 12 arithmetic comparisons to locate the matching feature. If G′3(x) is
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Figure 6.3: FER performances of C10 under the quantized MS decoder and the
proposed look-up table based syndrome decoder with different look-up tables.

used to generate features, the average number of trapping sets that share the same

feature is about 8 because the number of unique features is 263. Then 9 more arith-

metic comparisons and 8 trapping set sub-class justifications will be performed later

on average. The maximum feature value is 407. Thus we need 9 bits to represent the

features. The whole feature list L0 would cost 2.36 KByte and takes 9.6% more space

than only storing 2097 trapping sets which consume 24.64 KByte. Compared with

storing all 29484 trapping sets, we have saved more than 92.8% memory. If we use

G′4(x) to generate features, the average number of trapping sets that share the same

feature is about 5. Then 6 more arithmetic comparisons and 5 trapping set sub-class

justifications will be performed later on average. Actually, in LUT2, there are at

most 23 trapping sets sharing the same feature. Then we need at most 24 arith-

metic comparisons and 23 trapping set sub-class justifications. We also find there

are only 8 feature values corresponding to more than 10 trapping sets, respectively.

The maximum feature is 30326. Thus we need 15 bits to represent the features. The

whole feature list L0 would cost 3.93 KByte and takes 16% more space. We need

less calculation but consume more memory. So we choose to use the G′2(x) inside the
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SPM algorithm.

Fig. 6.3 shows the performances of C10 under the quantized MS decoder and

the proposed look-up table based syndrome decoder with LUT1 and LUT2. It can

be seen that for Eb/N0 lower than 5.2 dB, the performance improvement is little.

At high SNR values, the FER improvement becomes obvious. For the same SNR,

the proposed decoder with LUT2 has better performance than the proposed decoder

with LUT1. About one order of magnitude performance improvement is achieved

when Eb/N0 = 6.2 dB for the proposed decoder with LUT1, and the improvement

is even larger for the proposed decoder with LUT2. We note that the slopes of

the three performance curve are also different, which shows the potential for further

performance improvement. Since C10 is an optimized code from standard, it also

shows our proposed technique can be combined with the well-designed codes.

6.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we propose a low-complexity post-processing technique to lower the

error floor of LDPC codes, including an enhanced look-up table based syndrome

decoder and two efficient SPM algorithms for the general LDPC codes and the QC-

LDPC codes, respectively. The look-up table based syndrome decoder can be used as

the second stage decoder to correct the decoding failures caused by the trapping set.

Compared with the similar method in literature, it is capable of handling the multiple-

matching problem. The proposed SPM algorithm for general LDPC codes is based

on the binary search which has a complexity of O(logN). It makes the syndrome

pattern matching operation feasible when the look-up table stores a large number

of trapping sets. The proposed SPM algorithm for QC-LDPC codes significantly

reduces the number of trapping sets that need to be stored in the look-up table,

while still keeps the same complexity and performance improvement ability. Both

computation and storage complexities are analyzed, and a theoretically bound on the

memory consumption is derived. The simulation results show that the error floors of

the simulated LDPC codes are lowered.



Chapter 7

Future Works

7.1 Fast-Converged Check Polytope Projection

Algorithm

The iterative check polytope projection proposed in Chapter 3 avoids the complex

sorting operation and achieves linear complexity. However, experiment results show

that the projection algorithm may need 30 iterations to maintain the same FER per-

formance as the accurate projection algorithm. Therefore, it is necessary to accelerate

the convergence speed of the projection algorithm.

From Fig. 3.1, it can be seen that the projection coefficients ηi form a geometric

sequence. Therefore, the sum of these projection coefficients can be calculated by the

closed-form summation formula of the geometry sequence,

η1

1− η2/η1

(7.1)

without iterating for more than two iterations. However, for a high-dimension space,

the projection coefficients do not form a geometric sequence until the projection

procedure enters into a state which is equivalent to Fig. 3.1. It is possible that we

stop the iteration after we find the projection coefficients ηi form a geometric sequence

and use (7.1) to obtain the sum of the rest of projection coefficients. It would be more

interesting to study the dynamic of the projection procedure and make the projection

directly enters the simple state shown in Fig. 3.1.

97
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7.2 Lower the Error Floor of ADMM decoding by

Post-Processing

The post-processing technique proposed in Chapter 6 can lower the error floor of a

decoder if its decoding failures in the high SNR region are mostly caused by several

classes of trapping sets stored in the look-up table. So theoretically, this technique

can also be applied to ADMM decoding that suffers from trapping set.

The main obstacle to apply this technique to ADMM decoding is that ADMM

decoding is not stable. It means the ADMM decoder may not be trapped to a

single trapping set. Instead, the ADMM decoder may be trapped into the union of

several small trapping sets. Moreover, the union may not keep the same in different

iterations. We can of course save the union of the small trapping sets and all the

fluctuated trapping sets, but the storage consumption may be too huge. Inspired by

the quantized MS decoder, a possible solution could be design a quantized version of

the ADMM decoder.
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Appendix A

A New Proof of Theorem 6 of [66]

The proof of Theorem 6 of [66] relies on its Lemma 18. However, the statement and

the proof of Lemma 18 of [66] itself is not correct, leaving the proof of Theorem 6

invalid. A counterexample will be given first. Then the flaws in the proof will be

pointed out. The correction to the statement and its proof will be provided later.

We use the same symbols and the definition of Rc(a) here. In Lemma 18, Al-

gorithm 1 of [66] is used to decode two channel outputs, y and y0 , and variables

within the decoding are compared on an iteration-by-iteration basis. It is said if

x[k] = Rc(x
0,[k]), z

[k]
j = Rc(z

0,[k]
j ) and λ

[k]
j = −λ0,[k]

j , then λ
[k+1]
j = −λ0,[k+1]

j . Here

is the counterexample. If c = 0, we obtained a trival case where the two channel

outputs y and y0 are equal, based on the definition of Z in Lemma 16 of [66]. It is

obvious the decoding procedure of y is the same as the decoding procedure of y0.

Therefore, all variables during the two decoding procedures will be the same, respec-

tively. Namely, x[k] = x0,[k], z
[k]
j = z

0,[k]
j and λ

[k]
j = λ

0,[k]
j for k ≥ 0. By initializing

λ
[0]
j = 0, the condition of Lemma 18 is satisfied. Based on Lemma 18, we can get

λ
[k+1]
j = −λ0,[k+1]

j for k ≥ 0, which contradicts the fact λ
[k+1]
j = λ

0,[k+1]
j for k ≥ 0.

The flaws in the proof of Lemma 18 arise first at the beginning when it says “We

first verify x+ = Rc(x
0,+). It is sufficient to verify indices i where ci = 1”. The case

where ci = 0 is not proved which clearly shows that x+ = Rc(x
0,+) does not hold.

Secondly, during the proof of z
[k+1]
j = Rc(z

0,[k+1]
j ) and λ

[k+1]
j = −λ0,[k+1]

j , the condition

ci = 1 is used implicitly but the result is not verified or does not hold under the case

when ci = 0.
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Before preceding, we first define an operator Tc(a) as

Tc(a)i =

ai, if ci = 0

−ai, if ci = 1

Lemma 18 can be corrected as follows.

Lemma 1. We now use Algorithm 1 to decode two channel outputs, y and y0 , and

compare variables within the decoding on an iteration-by-iteration basis. Let [k] denote

the k-th iteration of Algorithm 1. Consider variables in the ADMM algorithm, and

denote by x[k], z
[k]
j and λ

[k]
j the ADMM variables at the k-th iteration when decoding

y. Further, denote by x0,[k], z
0,[k]
j and λ

0,[k]
j the ADMM variables at the k-th iteration

when decoding y0. If x[k] = Rc(x
0,[k]), z

[k]
j = Rc(z

0,[k]
j ) and λ

[k]
j = Tc(λ

0,[k]
j ), then

x[k+1] = Rc(x
0,[k+1]), z

[k+1]
j = Rc(z

0,[k+1]
j ) and λ

[k+1]f
j = Tc(λ

0,[k+1]
j ).

Proof. The iteration number is dropped for simplicity. Then x, zj and λj denote

the variables in the k-th iteration, and x+, z+
j and λ+

j denote the variables in the

(k + 1)-th iteration when decoding y. The similar manner is applied to variables

when decoding y0. Let x = Rc(x
0), zj = Rc(z

0
j) and λj = Tc(λ

0
j). Let γ0 be the

log-likelihood ratio for the received vector y0.

We first prove x+ = Rc(x
0,+). Based on the updating rules, we know x+

i is the

root of

x =
1

|Nv(i)|

(∑
j

(
z

(i)
j −

λ
(i)
j

µ

)
− 1

µ
(γi + g′(x))

)
(A.1)

and, x0,+
i is the root of

x =
1

|Nv(i)|

(∑
j

(
z

0,(i)
j −

λ
0,(i)
j

µ

)
− 1

µ
(γ0
i + g′(x))

)
(A.2)

x+
i is the root of (A.1) means

x+
i =

1

|Nv(i)|

∑
j

(
z

(i)
j −

λ
(i)
j

µ

)
− 1

µ
(γi + g′(x+

i ))

 (A.3)

If ci = 1, x+
i = 1−Rc(x

+
i ), z

(i)
j = 1− z

0,(i)
j , λ

(i)
j = −λ0,(i)

j and γi = −γ0
i . Since the
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penalty function g is symmetric about 0.5, equation (A.3) can be transformed to

Rc(x+
i ) =

1

|Nv(i)|

∑
j

(
z

0,(i)
j −

λ
0,(i)
j

µ

)
− 1

µ
(γ0
i + g′(Rc(x+

i )))


This means Rc(x

+
i ) is also the root of (A.2).

If ci = 0, x+
i = Rc(x

+
i ), z

(i)
j = z

0,(i)
j , λ

(i)
j = λ

0,(i)
j and γi = γ0

i . Equation (A.3) can

be transformed to

Rc(x+
i ) =

1

|Nv(i)|

∑
j

(
z

0,(i)
j −

λ
0,(i)
j

µ

)
− 1

µ
(γ0
i + g′(Rc(x+

i )))


It also indicates that Rc(x

+
i ) is the root of (A.2).1 From two cases, we conclude that

Rc(x
+
i ) and x0,+

i are the roots of (A.2). Then it can be proved that Rc(x
+
i ) = x0,+

i by

contradiction like [66] and as a result, x+ = Rc(x
0,+).

Then we prove z+
j = Rc(z

0,+
j ). Let vj = Pjx

++λj/µ and v0
j = Pjx

0,++λ0
j/µ. For

ci = 0, v
0,(i)
j = (Pjx

+)(i) + λ
(i)
j /µ = v

(i)
j . For ci = 1, v

0,(i)
j = 1− (Pjx

+)(i) − λ
(i)
j /µ =

1− v(i)
j . Then we conclude that vj = Rc(v

0,
j ). 2 By the same contradiction in [66], it

can be proved that z+
j = Rc(z

0,+
j ).

Finally, we prove λ+
j = Tc(λ

0,+
j ) by two cases. If ci = 1, the proof of λ

+,(i)
j =

−λ0,+,(i)
j is given in [66].3 If ci = 0, the proof of λ

+,(i)
j = λ

0,+,(i)
j is straight-forward.

1Without the definition of operator Tc(a) and correction about λj , the negative sign before
λ

0,(i)
j

µ
will become positive, which prevents this conclusion.

2This conclusion is not proved but used in [66].
3In [66], this part is proved by assuming ci = 1 implicitly, but it doesn’t hold for ci = 0.
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Proof of Theorem 2

The authors in [66] proved the all-zero assumption by proving that for any channel

output y when transmitting a non-zero codeword c, there exists a one-to-one channel

output y0 when transmitting all-zero codeword 0, such that:

• Pr(y|c) = Pr(y0|0);

• The decoding results (fail/success) are the same for the two cases.

Here the components of y0 are obtained by

y0
i =

yi, if ci = 0

y′i, if ci = 1,

where y′i is the symmetric symbol of yi with respect to the symmetric channel. For

the AWGN channel with BPSK modulation, y′i = −yi.
We follow the same approach in [66] to prove Theorem 2. The only differences

between the ADMM CN-penalized decoder and the ADMM VN-penalized decoder are

the updating rule of variable xi and the termination condition. The updating rule is

only used to prove Lemma 18, and the termination condition is used to prove Lemma

19 in [66]. Therefore, it is sufficient to prove Theorem 2 by proving Lemma 18 and

Lemma 19 in [66] hold under the new updating rule of xi and the new termination

condition. The rest of the proof will not be repeated here.

We use the same simplified symbols and the definitions of two operators Rc and

Tc with respect to a binary codeword c here.
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Rc(a)i =

ai, if ci = 0

1− ai, if ci = 1,

Tc(a)i =

ai, if ci = 0

−ai, if ci = 1.

Lemma 2. For any codeword c of an LDPC code, and a function g(x) satisfying

Properties 1 to 5 defined in Sec. 5.2, equation g(Rc(Pjx)) = g(Pjx) holds for any

selection matrix Pj.

Proof. For any codeword c, the vector Pjc contains even number of 1s. So, there will

be even number of differences between Rc(Pjx) and Pjx. The relation between the

two corresponding different components is Rc(Pjx)i = 1−(Pjx)i. Based on Corollary

1, we have g(Rc(Pjx)) = g(Pjx).

Lemma 3. For any codeword c of an LDPC code, and a function g(x) satisfying

Properties 1 to 5 defined in Sec. 5.2, equation
∂g(Rc(Pjx))

∂Rc(xi)
= Tc(

∂g(Pjx)

∂xi
) holds for any

selection matrix Pj.

Proof.
∂g(Rc(Pjx))

∂Rc(xi)
=
∂g(Rc(Pjx))

∂xi

1
∂Rc(xi)
∂xi

=
∂g(Pjx)

∂xi

1
∂Rc(xi)
∂xi

For ci = 0, Rc(xi) = xi and ∂Rc(xi)
∂xi

= 1. For ci = 1, Rc(xi) = 1 − xi and
∂Rc(xi)
∂xi

= −1.

Lemma 4. We now use Algorithm 4 to decode two channel outputs, y and y0, and

compare variables during the decoding on an iteration-by-iteration basis. x, zj and

λj are the variables in the k-th iteration and x+, z+
j and λ+

j are the variables in the

(k+1)-th iteration of Algorithm 4 when decoding y. x0, z0
j and λ0

j are the variables in

the k-th iteration and x0,+, z0,+
j and λ0,+

j are the variables in the (k + 1)-th iteration

of Algorithm 4 when decoding y0. If x = Rc(x
0), zj = Rc(z

0
j) and λj = Tc(λ

0
j), then

x+ = Rc(x
0,+), z+

j = Rc(z
0,+
j ) and λ+

j = Tc(λ
0,+
j ).

Proof. Based on the updating rules, we have

x+
i =

1

|Nv(i)|

(∑
j

(
zj(i) − λj(i) −

α

µ

∂g(Pjx)

∂xi

)
− γi
µ

)
, (B.1)
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x0,+
i =

1

|Nv(i)|

(∑
j

(
z0
j(i) − λ0

j(i) −
α

µ

∂g(Pjx
0)

∂x0
i

)
− γ0

i

µ

)
. (B.2)

If ci = 1, x+
i = 1 − Rc(x

+
i ). Combined with the knowledge x = Rc(x

0), xi =

Rc(x
0
i ) = 1− x0

i , zj(i) = Rc(z
0
j(i)) = 1− z0

j(i), λj(i) = Tc(λ
0
j(i)) = −λ0

j(i), and γi = −γ0
i .

equation (B.1) can be rewritten as

Rc(x
+
i ) =

1

|Nv(i)|

(∑
j

(
z0
j(i) − λ0

j(i) +
α

µ

∂g(Rc(Pjx
0))

∂Rc(x0
i )

)
− γ0

i

µ

)
.

From Lemma 3, we know
∂g(Rc(Pjx))

∂Rc(xi)
= −∂g(Pjx)

∂xi
if ci = 1. As a result,

Rc(x
+
i ) =

1

|Nv(i)|

(∑
j

(
z0
j(i) − λ0

j(i) −
α

µ

∂g(Pjx
0)

∂x0
i

)
− γ0

i

µ

)
,

which shows x0,+
i = Rc(x

+
i ).

If ci = 0, x+
i = Rc(x

+
i ), zj(i) = z0

j(i), λj(i) = λ0
j(i) and γi = γ0

i . We can get the

same conclusion x0,+
i = Rc(x

+
i ). Then, x+ = Rc(x

0,+).

The following proof is the same as [66] because the updating rules of zj and λj

are the same.

Lemma 5. Let ĉ be the output of the decoder if y is received and ĉ0 be the output of

the decoder if y0 is received. Then ĉ0 = Rc(ĉ).

Proof. The value of x is initialized as the hard decision value of y and the value of

x0 is initialized as the hard decision value of y0. So

xi =

0, if yi < 0

1, if yi ≥ 0,

x0
i =



0, if yi < 0 and ci = 0

0, if yi ≥ 0 and ci = 1

1, if yi ≥ 0 and ci = 0

1, if yi < 0 and ci = 1

= Rc(xi).

The value of zj and λj are initialized such that z0
j = Rc(zj) = 0.5 and λ0

j = Tc(λj) =
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0. So the conditions of Lemma 4 are satisfied and then the decoding result in (k+1)-

th iteration satisfies x+ = Rc(x
0,+). Let x̂+ (x̂0+) be the hard-decision of x+ ( x0,+),

then it can be verified that x̂+ = Rc(x̂
0+). If in (k + 1)-th iteration, x̂+ can make all

parity-check result equal to 0, then x̂0+ can also make all parity-check result equal

to 0. The two decoders would terminate in advance and the outputs of the decoders

would be ĉ = x̂+ and ĉ0 = x̂0+, respectively. So ĉ0 = Rc(ĉ). If x̂+ cannot make all

parity-check result equal to 0 until the last iteration, the two decoders will stop after

the last iteration and the outputs of the two decoders would be ĉ = x+ and ĉ0 = x0,+.

Again, ĉ0 = Rc(ĉ).

Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 act as the same role as Lemma 18 and Lemma 19 in [66].

Then Theorem 2 can be proved by the same framework.
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